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     The stories proposed within this thesis examine the daily lives of working class men,

women, and children and the subtle dynamics of the relationships between them.  The

stories engage a variety of narrative perspectives, sometimes employing serious

overtones and sometimes shifting toward humor.  Stylistically, the stories construct a

single unified voice that sifts through common themes including alcoholism, self-pity, the

loss of culture, grief, distrust, absolution, and hero worship.
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The Great Regurgitator

Frankie Aberdeen is a marvel to modern science.  Believe me.  I’ve seen what he

can do.   I mean I’ve really seen him in action.  I’ve been to Ripley’s museum and toured

sideshows, I’ve seen freaks with nails in nostrils, eyes popped in and out of socket,

genuine shrunken heads, birds with two faces, and on one occasion, I visited a hair

museum.  None of them can touch Frankie Aberdeen.  Which is probably why Frankie,

and it’s just those of us who really know him who call him by his first name only, agreed

to swallow the master key to the chemical closet at the rear of Ms. Libby’s classroom, the

only key in existence that will open the door to that particular closet, which doesn’t

contain chemicals anymore, just our collective coats and some extra classroom supplies.

Well, let me clarify, because that’s what it usually contains.  It currently contains our

collective coats, some extra classroom supplies (mostly boxes of number 2 pencils and

those match-book sized trapezoidal erasers that tend to work best as projectiles), along

with one very upset Melanie Glossom, the most popular girl in the entire school, and

Lester, who could easily be a pig farmer in his next life.  Those last two entries are by my

own design, and explains why Ms. Libby’s face turned tomato red when the only

locksmith capable of opening a fire-safe chemical closet on short notice told her he was

mid-stromboli and it would be nearly two hours before he’d be finished and able to get

back to his shop for the right tools and make it out to Fordsville in such a thick rain.

Meantime, Melanie just keeps hollering that she would die, absolutely die, if she didn’t
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get out of that closet and away from Lester within the next three minutes.  I’m not so sure

I believed that, but figured she was used to getting things her way.

Let me try to explain the scene.  Everyone crowded around the back of the room,

pushing toward the closet, nineteen stretched arms tugging at the lock, touching and

moving so that each person had tested it themselves, until Hoots, the shortest kid in grade

eight, bobbed his head through the crowd and stuck his ear up to the door.  Ms. Libby

was on the phone at the front of the room screaming for the superintendent to get down

here, and simultaneously screaming at us not to touch anything.  Mostly you could just

hear muffles coming out of that closet, but Hoots was doing his best to translate.  I will

scream, do you hear me, I will scream if someone doesn’t open this door, hands Lester,

move your hands so help me god.  It’s funny because Hoots was just saying it word for

word, but it’s still coming out of his mouth, even though it’s Melanie that’s saying it,

Melanie who’s stuck inside the closet with Lester the pig farmer, the greasiest greaseball

in the Midwest, the kind of guy who really is as dumb as he looks, who considers things

like showering and laundry optional, who once was caught eating a whole fried chicken

while in the bath tub, and I mean that the chicken had literally been in his dirty bath

water.  So, as you can imagine, it’s a tight squeeze with Lester, probably no room to

move at all, and he hadn’t made a sound as far as Hoots was concerned, and I don’t

blame him because you’d have to be sick in the head to rush your way out of a closet

with Melanie Glossom.

Paper clips, toenails, pencil lead, pushpins, lengths of shoelace, I’ve seen Frankie

eat about anything you would think might be edible, and some things you wouldn’t.

Frankie used to start right after shop class, hop up on the sanding bench and we would
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pass him objects we found after an hour of metal working—brass tacks, shavings from

the drill press, steel wool, shards of plexi glass—and Frankie would swallow them one at

a time, smiling wildly as he held up each item, pointing out the fatal dangers on each

piece, rotating slowly, dropping them into his open mouth, then pound his stomach

afterwards to position them correctly.  We couldn’t get enough.  Then, just to top it off,

Frankie would ask the crowd how they wanted them back, and somebody would say

tacks first or yell for him to keep the steel wool until last, or any number of combinations,

and I don’t pretend to understand it at all, but he would lean over and go into a dry heave

of some kind, something like a coughing fit, the way you might if you wanted to dislodge

your own spleen and get it out of your body, and after a few seconds he would produce

each item exactly in the order we called out.  If you knew anything about physics, you

would say physically that’s impossible, but tell that to Frankie who stood on Mr. Blue’s

sanding table every Thursday afternoon, not six inches from the only working mitre saw

in the place, and pounded his gut with both fists, until every last butch-cut redneck farm

kid in that crowd was satisfied.

Before long, Frankie had everyone in shop class saving bits and scraps of

whatever they could find for his weekly show, and it was getting so big that it only made

sense to move it out of the Ag wing, to the cafeteria, because then it would be more than

just the vocational school kids watching, more than just a handful of meatheads preparing

for a career in lawnmower maintenance, there’d be the brains and the jocks, people who

mattered, then me and Frankie would really have something.  I say we even though I

wasn’t really a part of the show, I would work the crowd, handle the P.R., build up buzz,

and often before shows I would move across the room, sometimes chanting, sometimes
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butting my way into conversations, Ladies and Gents, prepare yourselves, gather what

you may, the amazing, the illustrious, the epizootic Frankie Aberdeen performs his feats

of gastro-intelligence in t-minus ten minutes.  It wasn’t a question of whether it would be

successful, we both knew it would, it was a question of how, how to get people to the

show, how to capture the lunchroom, and if one person made the difference, I knew who

that would be, and Frankie agreed.  So I approached Melanie Glossom, who sat in the

center of the lunchroom, as if every table in the room had been positioned around hers,

her blond hair a better shade of blond than any other shade I had ever seen, her wrists thin

and incredible, and she had real honest-to-god eyelashes, no girl had eyelashes like

Melanie Glossom, eyelashes that she moved up and down consciously when she spoke,

the kind of lashes that entered the room before she did, and if that didn’t stop you right in

your sneakers, then her rack certainly would.  She picked at the corner of her ham and

cucumber sandwich, lifted up the bread, pulled out a piece of pinkish meat, put it right

into her mouth and looked up at me, and I almost forgot that this is the same girl who

rode on the band bus over to Cumberland Lake for state finals even though she couldn’t

play an instrument and wasn’t in the band, whose mother had refused to let her cross

county lines in Steve Middleton’s brand new convertible, who asked Mr. Tuttles if he had

room for her in the band, and somehow managed to get the vote of Buddybuddy, one of

the first-chair seniors, to disregard the hundred-year-old band charter and be named

interim assistant band director, and who, at the urgings of Mr. Tuttles, announced at our

last meeting that my solo concerto before the final championship game was under-par,

sub-par, mediocre at best, and it was her recommendation that I be demoted from 3rd

chair French horn and consider the flute.  I almost, for a minute, forgot about that.
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Standing at her lunch table, with eight other square-faced kids waiting for my next word,

hoping that I would leave soon, so that they could get back to their own conversations

with Melanie Glossom, an awkward moment for sure, but she willingly accepted the

invitation to Frankie’s show, wouldn’t miss it for the world she said, and even asked me

to remind her later, before it started.

It was like shop class, only bigger, with a louder crowd, so the stakes were higher

and Frankie’s usual routine of half-dollars and bottle caps was good, but it wasn’t great,

and Melanie Glossom was watching front and center, actually paying attention to

Frankie’s every move, so I buried my arm shoulder deep into the big grey trashcan next

to the side exit of the cafeteria, digging, really looking, until I came out with an empty

pint of chocolate milk, which I easily stomped flat into a square at first, the milk oozing

and bubbling from the corners, but I flattened it more and folded the cardboard into a

tight pill anyway, standing on the condensed carton, not the perfect fold I had imagined

in homeroom as the grand finale, a bit too clunky, but I still motioned over to Frankie and

handed it off, and Frankie didn’t look at it for two seconds before flashing it to the crowd

and swallowing it whole.  I knew this one would be work, with a piece like this Frankie

would have to be at his best, and he was on his knees pounding his gut hard, alternating

his fists, and he really looked pale, even though the crowd was delirious at this point,

screaming for him to do it, and it might have been everyone in the school chanting

Frankie Frankie, everyone except Melanie Glossom who was gone when I turned around,

disappeared, what kind of a person would leave during the grand finale while Frankie is

trying to choke up a chocolate milk carton and looks like he hasn’t had a breath in a

couple of minutes, this piece was about an eleven on the difficulty scale, and if he could
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do it, I mean actually get this carton back up and unfolded in his mouth, then we could

both retire on this one, but just when Frankie had finished his pounding session and was

down on all fours, a funny shade of pale, more green really, the side exit doors flew open

and in walked Melanie Glossom, pointing directly at Frankie, while person after person

came charging behind her through the door, the school nurse, the two new math teachers,

the assistant principal, an off-duty lunch cook, a handful of bus drivers, and Mr. Blue,

and instantly the crowd dissolved and Frankie was carried off, and I’m being escorted

down to the main office, walking right by Melanie Glossom, her tiny mouth closed into a

tight oval, the tips of her lashes practically waving me goodbye.

My detentions finally ran out a few weeks after that, and the principal let me back

into my regular classes with Frankie, who had four centimeters of his esophagus

removed, though you wouldn’t have been able to tell just by looking at him, but I know

because I saw the jar he keeps it in, a shriveled little thing, certainly not four centimeters

long anymore, but still impressive to see floating in that jar, small and grey, and Hoots

almost gagged when I told him the story, but Frankie swears the plastic piece they

replaced it with won’t ever decompose, even after he’s dead, and everyone else is dead,

that short length of plastic will still be sitting in his coffin.  He even showed Ms. Libby.

It was almost lunchtime once everything died down, and I didn’t have a plan exactly, but

I picked the key up from the corner of Ms. Libby’s desk where Lester had returned it

after he realized he left his lunch money in the zip pocket of his jacket, and missing lunch

for Lester would be like missing a whole week of lunches for the rest of us, because it

takes hard work to stay his precise size and shape, and Ms. Libby has dealt with Lester

before, who is constantly forgetting something and it’s never just a small mistake, so
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when Lester returned the key and it disappeared again, Ms. Libby asked him nine times

exactly what he had done with the key she handed him less than two minutes ago and he

wasn’t sure if he had ever returned it at all.

So Ms. Libby had us take out our developing reader books and silently read to

ourselves, which meant no talking, while she called the main office to have the janitor

paged, and when the page came over the intercom, I leaned to my left, extended my fist

and unfolded my fingers palm-up right above Melanie Glossom’s developing reader,

nearly touching the inner bend of her elbow, so that she could see the key in my hand and

her nose twitched a little, maybe snorted, I’m not sure, but she immediately looked over

and mouthed to me four little words, I want my coat, because if anyone should be able to

get their coat it should be her, and the whole time Frankie was giving me one of those

stares, one of those what the hell stares, because he’s still sore at her for ruining his show,

getting it banned on school property, and he wasn’t even looking at his reader to begin

with, just watching me watching Melanie Glossom and quietly practicing his routine with

some bobby pins.  The janitor got to our classroom before the page on the intercom was

even finished and he had a softball-sized lump of keys, and we all just sat there with our

heads in our books because we were still silently reading, the janitor trying three or four

keys in the lock of the chemical closet and kind of huffing after each one, then he went

back up to the front of the room, sat on the corner of Ms. Libby’s desk and said

something, and she laughed and took off her glasses and pulled her hair out of a pony tail,

the janitor swinging his key ring around and still talking, all of us silently reading, except

for me and Frankie, I nodded to Melanie Glossom and she got up and followed me to the

back of the room, pretty easy really, to get her back there, the only trouble was Lester,
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sitting in the last desk of the last row, about three feet from the closet door, and when I

had the key in the lock, he came back to see if he could get into the closet because he had

left something in his coat, a caramel-nutted chocolate something or other, and I let him

look too, even though it wasn’t part of the plan, but that was okay, the plan wasn’t exact,

and Lester went right on in with Melanie, and I turned that lock behind them as fast as I

could.  It didn’t take long for Frankie to realize what had happened, and a couple of other

kids noticed too and walked on to the back of the room, and Ms. Libby was still up front

with the janitor, laughing and saying Can you believe that, I swear, and somebody

interrupted her and asked what happened to Melanie Glossom, because no one had been

seen leaving the classroom, and after some chatter and humdrum somebody else asked

about Lester, and now Ms. Libby was a little concerned and she went straight to that

cabinet, so that’s when Frankie agreed to swallow the key, before anyone figured it out,

but it was funny because no one seemed to have seen anything, and Hoots made his way

up to the door to translate, and Ms. Libby probably could have figured it out, but she was

more concerned with yelling at the janitor, You’re no good to me, all those keys and you

can’t open this door, and then she started making phone calls.

Right about then Frankie must have grown some kind of conscience, or rethought

all those things Melanie had put him through, because once she started really crying,

really making noise, he shakes his head at me and automatically goes back into the old

setup, dropping down to his knees, pounding and pounding his fists on his gut, and this

time I don’t even handle the crowd, it’s just Frankie alone in the middle of the classroom,

even Hoots has given up translating, and Melanie is still howling from inside the cabinet,

and now Lester is banging on the inside of the door, and the janitor is still up front with
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Ms. Libby, and everyone is arranging themselves around Frankie, and the room feels like

it’s expanding, growing larger than just Ms. Libby’s classroom, like it’s moving out into

the cafeteria, beyond the grey steel door that leads to the principal’s office, past the

trophy case across from the Ag wing, farther even than the picnic table where Mr. Blue

eats his lunch, right to the dashed yellow lines of the bus parking lot, and on down

towards the end of the practice baseball field, getting darker, and quieter, just the sound

of everyone whispering, whispering, saying nothing at all really, waiting for Frankie to

ask us how we want it back.
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A Biography of Abraham Lincoln from Memory following Halloween Night 1996

This account is based on two points of intersecting fact.  First, that Abraham

Lincoln is alive and well and living in the outlands of the Maple Heights subdivision in

Fort Pierce, Texas.  Second, that Halloween is the only night every year where he can

safely show himself in public without fear of the scientific community or becoming a

regular on daytime television.  The following is exactly what happened, as it happened,

on 31 October, 1996, in and around Maple Heights.

I first saw him around back of the Whistle Stop Lounge off of Magnolia Street at

approximately 9 pm.  I had ridden my bike over to my friend Nelson’s house to hit the

pavement in the better neighborhoods, but his parents were still grounding him for a

series of aeronautical experiments involving their terrier.  It was already after dark.  I was

alone.  There was a streetlight off to my left and I heard a cat meowing somewhere.  I

was throwing rocks up onto the backside of the lounge roof and watching which way they

would roll once they hit the gutter when I saw the panted legs of an upside down man. 

He was rooting around in a barrel of refuse.  I immediately recognized the fray on his

split coattails and the stovepipe hat which stuck firmly on his head, even at a lateral

angle.  It was Abraham Lincoln.

“Mr. Lincoln?” I said to him.  “It’s okay, you don’t have to be afraid of me.  I

already know who you are.”
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Abe kept his back towards me.  I had studied him enough in class to know that

you never sneak up on a guy like Abe.  After long hours in the White House, he would

challenge members of his staff or opposing senators to wrestling contests.  It's how he

decided most of the legislative bills, arguments, and other officially pressing matters.  In

fact, he wrestled both the senator from Connecticut and Massachusetts in a tag-team no

holds barred cage match (and won) not two hours before delivering the Gettysburg

Address.  Most people don't know that about him.

I approached him slowly using my bike as a barrier between us.  "Four score," I

said, in an attempt to rouse his political spirit.

"Four score," he repeated back with his head still in the refuse barrel.

I had made first contact! It was exhilarating!  I pushed my bike even closer.  I

reached out and touched one of the long frayed coattails.  It was cottony and a little stiff. 

"Four score and seventeen drinks ago," he said into the bottom of the refuse

barrel.  He turned around and sipped from a small green bottle in his left hand.  He let his

right hand curl around the buttons of his suit coat.

I took careful note of how he stood.  His attributes up close were:  tall; top hat,

stovepipe in length; beard; 3-piece suit, including vest; gold watch on chain; black mole. 

Standing up, he was six-foot-four or thereabouts.  He threw the small green bottle over

his shoulder and stared at me wildly.  His bearded face leaned in, his hot pig-stink's

breath right in my face.  I tried to think of something presidential to say, but all I could do

was blink at him repeatedly.  I was anxious and excited, as shaky as anyone might be

staring into the septum of our regal 16th.  I remember he was missing a tooth, or he had
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blacked it out, and the air hissed through his teeth.  I also remember wondering if they

had toothpaste in his day.

Without a word, he picked at the dark mole on his left cheek, pulled it clean off,

and flicked it squarely at my being.  I put my arms up in a defense, frantically

manipulating myself into a blocking position, but by the time I had re-oriented myself

Abe was already half-pushing half-riding my bike down Magnolia.  I examined the mole

after he left and put it in my pocket.  It was obviously fake.

So these are the things that I knew to be true: 1. That Abraham Lincoln uses

costume props in order to disguise himself as a man dressed as himself.  2. That Abraham

Lincoln has found a way to live forever (perhaps the Fountain of Youth) or has been

stranded here while traveling forward in time.  3. That Abraham Lincoln will steal your

bike from you.

I ran after him and my bike for a few blocks.  I stopped to rest on the bench bus

stop at Magnolia and 3rd.  If this had been gym glass, Coach McKowles would have

blown the whistle at me for resting so early and sent me back to the locker room with the

other kids incapable of heavy sporting activity.  He expects me at no less than five pull-

ups on the pull-up bar before the end of the semester.  There was a man asleep on the

bench next to me and there was a rat was crawling next to him.  I heard my bike bell

jingling on down Magnolia, so I started speed walking again after it.  Luckily, Abe had

stopped at a gas station to relieve himself in the bushes.  I caught up with him by almost a

block, but stayed back to where he couldn't see me.  I didn’t want to scare him into

running again.  I saw him standing with my bike and talking to a man who gave him a

piece of paper and pointed at some apartments across the street.  He got back on my bike,
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rang the bell, and took off in the direction of the apartments.  I crossed the street too,

illegally.

I cut straight through a hedge row and scratched my arm on a branch.  By this

time, Abe had already circled the apartment complex to the secret address and was

talking to a woman on the patio.  He went inside and the lights went out.  I snuck up to

the porch to grab my bike without looking in the blinds.  If Nelson had been here, he

would have wanted to look to see what was going on, but I think a former president is

entitled to a certain amount of anonymity (he must want it if he’s in disguise).  I rode my

bike back to the gas station to call Nelson from the pay phone with the two quarters I

keep in my sock.  His mother said he was still in trouble and couldn't talk.  I told her it

was an emergency.  She asked what kind of emergency.  I told her I thought I was having

a heart attack.  She said then I had better go home.  I told her I would love to, but

everyone at the house had a heart attack as well and their bodies were already down at the

morgue.  She hung up the phone.

I decided to stake out the apartment where Abe and the woman were.  I passed

time by throwing pieces of mulch at a baby opossum who wouldn't leave me alone.  He

wanted me to feed him.  It reminded me that it was my week to feed the class hamster

and I hadn’t.  I was also supposed to change its dirty water.  The lights at the apartment

came back on for a few minutes and then went back off.  You have to keep a good watch

on a guy like Abe, he never gives up.  He ran for the senate twice before becoming

president and was turned down twice, but still became president.  Most people don’t

know that about him.
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Abe and the woman were in the apartment for approximately one hour and

twenty-three minutes. When the lights came back on the second time, the man from the

gas station was already running up to the patio.  I thought maybe he was staking out the

apartment too.  The door opened up and Abe fell out backwards and caught himself on

the railing.  The woman was yelling at Abe and pushing her finger into his chest and the

man from the gas station barreled right in between them and he punched Abe in the

stomach.  Abe was bent over coughing and the man from the gas station punched him

again in the face so hard that his stovepipe hat fell onto the ground.

I pulled my bike through the hedges (it was almost too big to fit) and rode over to

the patio, but by then Abe was already two blocks away, stumbling over a pair of metal

trash cans on the sidewalk.  I heard some lady yelling at him.  The man from the gas

station and the woman were talking quietly and he was smoking a cigarette.  The man

went back inside.  Up close, the woman didn’t look like the pictures in the books of Mary

Todd (but then who really remembered the pictures of her anyway).  But it would also

make sense that maybe she wasn't Mary Todd and that everyone Abe knew is dead.  And

he married someone else.  So her name may not even be Mary Todd, but he probably

called her that anyway because that’s what he knows.

"Mary Todd," I said, standing with my bike a safe distance from the patio.  "It's

okay, you don't have to be afraid of me.  I already know who you are." 

She looked at me and loosened the belt around her robe.  "Yeah?" she said.  "And

just who am I?"

"You're Mary Todd," I said again.  I could see her navel.  I could almost see her

breasts.  But then the man from the gas station came back out.
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"Get out of here kid," he said, "before I give you a good reason to."

I grabbed Abe's stovepipe hat and pedaled my bike after him.  Tracking him on

my bike was much easier than on foot because I could switch gears on the bike to keep

the pedals easy.  I followed the trail of toppled trash cans down the street, avoiding the

streetlights.  He always liked to be around nature and parks and other places where he

could hide if he wanted.  There is a log cabin named after him in the Hoosier National

Forest where he once lived.  I saw it on vacation one time with my mother.  She told me

Abraham Lincoln was a genuine man if there ever was one and I still believe it.  She said

we would go back one day for another visit if I didn't get anymore bad marks at school. 

Before long, I caught up with him outside of the Oak Ridge Cemetery.  I stopped

pedaling and walked beside my bike.  I put his hat over the seat. 

"Wait for me, Mr. Lincoln," I said.  "You're safe now."

He kept walking into the cemetery and I didn't want to follow him in.  I stood at

the gate, with my bike between me and the gate and called out to him again.

"Please come back," I said, but nothing happened.

I knew Nelson would have gone inside.  So I started whistling the Star-Spangled

Banner and walked through the gate.  It was almost midnight.  My arm was bleeding

slightly.  I saw a cat.  Abe was curled up next to a tombstone three rows back.  He was

shivering.

"I brought your hat," I said and sat it down next to him.

"You're a good boy," he said.  His face was swollen.

A corner of his beard was peeling off his face.  I pushed it back with my finger,

slowly.  Abe didn't move.  I took the black mole from my pocket and stuck it back on the
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side of his face.  He didn't move.  He might have died.  He might have gone back in

time.  I looked at the tombstone and read the name on it.  "Ann Rutledge, Ann Rutledge,

Ann Rutledge," I said out loud and closed my eyes hard three times to see if it would

conjure a spirit or take me back in time with him.  Nothing happened.

I rode my bike straight back to Nelson’s house.  His mother answered the door

and told me I had better go home immediately.  She had been asleep and was really

angry.  I tried to convince her that there were forces at work here bigger than Nelson’s

grounding, bigger than her and me, bigger than anything either of us could imagine.  She

said a good grounding would do wonders for my imaginings.  She said she was going to

call the cops and tell them there was a lost little boy out past curfew.  If it mattered that

much, I told her, I would just go home.

I went back to where I left Abe's body.  He was gone, but there was a spot in the

grass where something heavy had lain.  The grass was pressed flat.  I sat in the spot and it

was still warm.  It was nice that I had met such a great man and I thought that maybe he

might have gone back to his log house in the Hoosier National Forest and thought that if

things worked out I might get to meet him there one day soon.

After that, I went home.
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The Nickel

Old man Payton feathered his sagging belly right through the front door of the

county store and eased himself on down to the wooden foot stool just short of the

counter.  It took some work to get his large piece of bottom centered on such a small

target and it cricked and moaned loud enough so that everyone knew it.

He wore a pair of brown wool trousers, black dancing shoes that had been shined

with a turnip skin, and a checkered brown and green button-up collared shirt.  He

adjusted a doll-sized red bowtie tightly around his own neck, tilting it a quarter turn too

far to the left before pulling it back straight.  He snugged the brass fittings to loosen the

slack on each side of his red suspenders while readjusting the right to a spot higher on his

rounded shoulders.  His greasy palm lay down what bits of his wiry red hair were willing

to stay flat.  It took several swipes to keep them all down.

By then, old man Payton was sweating in rhythmic harmony to the overhead fan.

“You, boy,” said Payton.  He dragged a piece of wiping cloth across his forehead.

“Come here a minute, let me take a look at you.”

The boy had been standing alone next to a jar of licorice, looking through the

spherical glass at the distorted image of the several packs of Kentucky’s Best cigarettes

displayed on the back wall.  Some smaller children darted in and out of the back door,

catering to the rest of the adults who were smoking cigars and playing cards on folding

tables out back in the holler.
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“Well?” asked Payton. He wiped both hands across the lateral bulge of his

stomach.

The boy reached his entire fist into a melon-sized hole in the stitching of his t-

shirt and scratched at a tick bite.  He checked his pants pocket with the other hand,

fumbling around with its holdings, while he rubbed the back of one of his knees with the

opposite foot.  Old man Payton wasn’t entirely sure the boy could keep stable.  After a

minute, his arms and legs both stopped and he settled back down on two feet.  His face

was smeared on two sides with sludge from the culvert and there was a great white spot

on the back of his head where the dark hair had been clipped down to the scalp.

“Well what?” said the boy, still at arm’s length from the licorice bowl.

“Your name, boy.  What’s your name?”

The boy smiled.  “I’m Carl Ray,” he said, moving closer to the tiny stool straining

underneath the weight of old man Payton.

“It’s a shame, a terrible thing.  That name won’t do at all.”  Payton sucked at the

air through the front of his teeth.  “I mean she’ll never believe it.  You’ll need something

a little more suiting.”  He sat motionless and heaved his flabby shoulders forward while

he thought of a proper name.  “Miles.  Miles Standish.  Miles Bowley Standish III.”

“My name is already Carl Ray.  Who do you mean she?”  He rubbed the bald spot

on the back of his head with two fingers.

“Hell, ain’t you never been married? How old are you boy?”

Carl Ray told him.  “Eight,” he said.

“Eight? Oh lordy, eight years old.  Never been married?”

Carl Ray shook his head.
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“Lordy, lordy, lordy.  I figured you to be on your 5th wife by now Miles.  You

won’t do at all.  You’re at least an inch too short.”

“I’m the tallest boy in the 3rd grade.”  Carl Ray stood upright and straightened his

neck as high as it would go.

“You are?  Well that changes things.  Let me give you some free advice Mr. Carl

Bowley Standish: a good wife is worth more than a groaning horse.”  Payton slapped the

fat on his own thigh, waiting for his advice to sink in.

Carl Ray looked confused.

He continued, “What I mean is, a grunting horse will never fail you…well there’s

a saying in there somewhere, but the point is you’re way too old to not know these

things.”  Payton leaned to his side.  The stool made its own grunting noise as he shifted

his weight to remove a catalogue from his trouser pocket.  He read aloud.  “Kauffman’s

New and Used Wives.  Buy or rent to own yours today.”

Carl Ray’s eyes widened.

“Go ahead and mark you one,” said Payton.  The boy’s hands reached for the

catalogue, barely touching the page before Payton pulled it back close to his own face.

Payton scanned the page exactly where Carl Ray’s thumb had touched.

“Boy, you sure know how to pick ‘em.  Eunice Showerly, good choice.  Almost

got her myself before settling on Claudette.  If she’s got anything, she’s got most of her

original thirty-two.  Speaks volumes of you, Bowley.  Says her favorite animal is

muskrat.  Also her favorite scent.  Lordy boy.  She looks a bit soupy, but I suppose I

could loan you the money anyways.  I’m the most influencial pickle farmer in the tri-state

counties.  Why, when I was your age, I’d already had three wives from as far away as
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Mook.  How much money you got in your pocket right now?  I’ll loan you the rest since

you remind me of a boy I once knew in a town I forget.  He wasn’t as dull as you, but

you’re about an inch taller.”

Carl Ray strained on his toes to see the catalogue and said he didn’t have any

money and didn’t think he’d want a loan.

Payton sighed and pulled at the loose suspender on his right shoulder.  He

motioned for the boy to come closer and whispered, “In a day and age like this, someone

offers you a loan for a bride, you better take it.”  Payton winked at Carl Ray and seemed

to have been close to tears.

The boy stood there for a moment to consider.  “Okay,” said Carl Ray, “well I

guess I better take it then.”

Payton’s expression quickly hardened.  “Step back son.  You can’t expect

someone to just hand you a loan.  Boy, where did I find you?  You got to establish a

credit first before you can go just borrowing money like you got a barn full of horses.

You must be from Mook because every man around here knows there’s no such thing as

free money.  Honestly, sometimes I don’t know about you Standish Bowley.  But I like

you.  So I tell you what.”

Old man Payton dug a dull nickel out his shirt pocket with his sweaty fingers and

handed it to Carl Ray.  “Consider this good faith.  I could tell from you right away that

you’ve got integrity.  As soon as I walked in that door, I thought looky there.  There’s a

boy who’s worth his spit.  I may just have to invite him and his wife over for dinner.”

“I ain’t married,” said Carl Ray.  “And my name ain’t Standish, it’s Carl Ray.”
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“I’ll tell you something, Ray Miles III.  I took a big chance on you.  I consider us

the best of friends now.  In fact, I want to introduce you to Claudette once she gets here.

I want to tell her what a fine man you’ve become.  When I first met you, you were just a

boy.  But now—wowweee—you’re a fitting young man.  Nearly eleven years old and

already married and loaned and probably the tallest man in the county.”

“I’m not eleven, I’m eight,” whined Carl Ray.  “You’re lying to me.”

“Eight?  That doesn’t sound right at all.  You must be eleven.  Shortest 11-year-

old man I ever laid eyes on.  I suppose next you’re going to tell me you don’t have any

watermelons.”

Carl Ray shook his head.

“Oh lord god in heaven, why have you sent me this boy.  I can’t introduce you to

my wife without a couple of ripe watermelons.  I wouldn’t even think of meeting your

wife without bringing at least seven or eight watermelons.  It just wouldn’t be right.  Are

you sure you’re not from Mook?” asked Payton.  He squinted at the boy.

“No, I’m from right here.”

“Good, then you know about Cicero’s watermelon patch.  That’s lucky for you.

We might just save you yet, boy.  What time is it?”

Carl Ray looked at the shadow cast by the bur oak out front of the county store.

“Nearly 4 o’clock,” guessed the boy.

“Goodness gracious it’s time for your first interest payment on that loan I gave

you earlier.  I tell you what, you have to be careful with your money.  Debt is a terrible

thing once it gets its claws sunk in.  That’s why I make it a rule never to borrow money

myself.  How much you got on you?”
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Carl Ray searched his pockets.  “Just the one nickel I had before.”  He cupped it

in his hand.  The nickel itself was still sweaty.

Payton grinned.  He took the nickel from the boy’s palm and placed it back into

his shirt pocket.  “That’ll have to do.  If you hurry you can still get those watermelons

before Claudette gets here.  She won’t need anymore than three or so and it wouldn’t hurt

for you to get one for yourself neither.  Go on, get.”

Carl Ray ran off towards Cicero’s farm and old man Payton just sat there on that

stool like he was chewing on something.
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The Princess is in Danger

There were little men, little green men, buried or digging up from the sand.  There

were square men who moved sideways with a limited dimensionality.  There were turnips

with little hats that looked like hair.  There were captured princesses, with golden tiaras

situated on their little swollen heads which attached tenuously to their shriveling bodies,

bodies so skinny and small that the turnips in their little hats couldn’t tie them up,

couldn’t handcuff them, so instead they just wrapped them in yards and yards of rope

circling their little bodies from their knees to their shoulders.  There was you, the hero,

the one sent to save them with your naturally spiked hair—a style that is a symptom of

your own heroic unflappability.  There were others too, in irreconcilable scenarios, ill-

prepared to press their wits against evil magicians, against radiated insects the size of city

buses, against creatures that have yet to be named or described.  Some even younger than

you, brash and overweening, hotdoggers dogging after an infinite array of damsels with

bad laughs and evil subtexts—yes, there are texts to these things, dialogues, poorly

written situations, more poorly planned rescues—and somewhere down the line we all

knew you would do something.

When you finally came running down from the mountain, gaining speed on the

grassy hill, you unsheathed your sword and it glowed and then caught fire.  We would

have liked to see you riding a giant lizard hungry for eggs, but it was confined to a local

cave while being declawed.  So you ran as fast as your feet, wrapped in a pair of wing-
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tipped boots, would carry you (the wings, of course, were actual wings).  You had a

helmet once, a silver and gold-encrusted skull cap, which covered you from the crown of

your head to the tip of your nose.  But you lost it on some other rescue with some other

princess.

This particular princess is different: blonder, tanner, more helpless.  Her rope has

over 437 knots in it.  That’s more than twice the number of knots any previous princess

has ever experienced.  That means twice the danger for her and twice the glory for you.

That means you should probably stop at some point to gather your senses or to purchase

some other weapons: a gun that shoots lightning, a health pack (for on-the-go

resuscitation), metal gloves, Crest white strips for a brighter smile (there will be a picture

afterwards to commemorate), and new fire-retardant armor.  Because no princess would,

or could, be saved by some unclean hero in shabby hand-me-down armor.  And there is

also a bigger picture here, one you haven’t even considered yet because you have been so

focused on the act of saving her.  We are telling you this now: glory—it is good,

certainly, yes—but later she will want to see your castle, or if not castle then

homestead—shack or cabin or makeshift tent.   We are sure that she will want to

redecorate it.  She will want you to meet her friends and her friends to see your new lives

together and how wonderful it is—oh how grand cabin life can be.  There can be no more

princesses to save now.  She will want babies.  Hundreds of thousands of babies.  And

her hair will go gray.  And her waist will be ruined.  And you will see to her needs.  And

the needs of your hundreds of thousands of babies.  And that is a lot of mouths to feed on

a hero’s salary.
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And so you hurry to her in your state of not-thinking-this out.  The journey is

more dangerous than you could ever expect.  There could be dragons out there, you

know.  There could be earthquakes, lightning storms, excessive lava flows.  There could

be other leisurely disasters.  We will not be able to help you with any of this, but there is

a good chance you may meet another hero who can.  He will be slack-jawed and gray-

bearded, he will be gaunt and arthritic.  He will want to give you advice (and also,

perhaps, a giant hammer).  If you’ve gathered your wits about you (but this is probably

not likely), you will take them both.  He will tell you there are better things out there, that

you should turn around now, find a nice little condo in a fortified community, join a

men’s club, help regulate the ogre population.  He will give you the name of his barber.

He will tell you to be patient, to not go after every beauty with a crown.  In return, he will

ask you for some of your coins.  But you are smart, much smarter than a wise old man,

and you see right through his intentions, he is as obvious as the browning liver spots on

his wrinkled flesh.  He will beg for anything you can spare, trick you by any means

necessary.  He will consider it fair trade for the giant hammer.  At this point you will

laugh in his face, you may even slap his hand away, you will look up at the red sun and

you will say good luck old man and then you will pause heroically with your hand

shielding your eyes.  We will be on the tips of our toes to hear you deliver the clincher in

a deep, manly voice.  But you’re going to need more than just luck to get out of this

desert alive you say.  We will giggle at the sound of it.  This will remind you of your

quest and you will hurry off across the sand.

You will know you are at the right place when you see movement.  When you see

an oasis on the horizon, palm trees, an enticing spot of water.  When you see a brigade of
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flattened square men strafing along the perimeter.  First, you fire your lightning gun—the

beam disappears over the horizon.  We wish you would have stopped first to consider the

effectiveness of such a gun, or realistically thought about the feasibility of such weapons.

We don’t want this moment tarnished by poor taste.  But while you were figuring all of

this out, some of the little green men had been alerted and came sauntering over.  So you

think it best to smash the little green men with the giant hammer the old man had given

you.  You flatten one and realize this—although brutish—is the best way to dispatch the

little green men.  You kick another, as an act of defiance, the way a hero can kick or

defeat a foe and then casually place his foot on top of the motionless carcass.  You open

your health pack before moving forward to address a small cut on your knee (the heart

palpitations due to the anxiety of such situations cannot be patched)—we know you will

need to be at your best to save the princess—and you really do feel better so you take out

your sword and start slicing the tops off the turnip men.  You slice them and each one

disappears, sinks into the ground in a small puddle of bubbling turnip juice.  You swing

and you move forward because you can already hear the muffled sounds of a princess in

danger.  Before long you are right beside her, you are counting the knots in the rope

around her (and so are we)—at least 212—while you decapitate the final grouping of

turnip men and the sun comes out from behind the clouds above your head and some

trumpets garnished with waving flags magically appear to play a little tune.

This, we think, would be a good time for a picture.

But there’s a twist: Just when you reach over to free the princess you discover that

she isn’t a princess at all.  She is working with the hatted turnip men, it’s her eyes that

give her away, a faint red glow to them, and the turnips suddenly reappear dancing
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around her with spears in hand.  You are trapped, surrounded.  We are disgusted with the

way this is playing out.  Her ropes begin to stretch and break, her once-thin-and-frail

body now oozing around the remaining strands, swelling, her fatness alarming, the

physical pockets of fat creating an outward thrust, and immediately stretch marks,

bloated, sore and red.  There would be blood, but instead her skin becomes scaly, each

scale unfolding from some hidden source underneath the fat.  She is really a monster!

She has lied to you!  You have lied to yourself!  Everything told to any of us has been

untrue!

We really don’t know what to say.  We are abhorred.  Her fangs grow longer than

your arm and her tail begins swinging wildly about.  The turnip men scatter in a muddled

exultation of fear and excitement.  Her snout elongates, it greens and a set of circular

horns appear.  There are flames in her nostrils—fire you were ready for—and it singes a

large black spot on the front of your brand new flame retardant armor.  It burns the tips of

your spiky hair.  Painful, yes, but the monster follows up with a jab of her tail—we think

it must be a female to attack without mercy—and impales you through your chest and

lifts you up off the ground and releases a roar or a howl.  You reconsider the advice the

old man had given you—the promise of monthly HOA meetings and regular haircuts.

Your own condo.  This, of course, would be the death of any hero.  You imagine amid the

roar, the fire, the speared turnip men in their little hats, the princess with her incredible

smallness, dainty if you will, so perfect there tied up in those ropes, waiting for you to

save her.  You see it all falling apart, the grand welcoming parade no more, the

magnificent riches lost.
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We watch you with great intent at this integral moment, we hold our breaths, we

gasp, we whisper among ourselves.  Some of us bite our fingernails.  We watch you

slowly close your eyes, your great heroic light extinguished.  We all sigh out loud in

unison.  We see the dragon monster casually toss your carcass behind a boulder, the

clanging of your armor against the rock almost deafening to our ears.  We are more

surprised now than before.  This could take some time for us to fully accept.

But wait, there’s another twist:  Just when we’ve garnered all the consequences of

your quest, just as we’ve evened out the blame between all parties involved, we notice a

small black speck on the horizon.  We know it immediately: the old man you left to

wander the desert.  It takes some time, but he shuffles his brittle body over to your paling

corpse and pulls a gourd from underneath his cloak.  He pours its contents into your open

mouth, across your gaping chest wound.  He holds a small staff high in the air.  We watch

with keen interest.  You begin breathing, the wounds sealing themselves over, you blink

your eyes and attempt to speak to the old man.  We can’t believe it!  You’re still alive!

Save your strength he says to you.  He hobbles around the boulder, out of your line of

site, but you can hear the excitement between the turnip men and the terrible dragon

beast.  You slowly try to stand and help defend the old man from these terrors.  You see a

blinding light, you see a sandstorm, you feel the millions of tiny grains pummel your

skin, hear it ting against your armor.  You make your way around the boulder.  You think

you can see an outline in the distance, perhaps the shadow of the beast, but when the

sandstorm settles you see nothing.  You find the old man’s staff perpendicularly erect in

the sand.  He has sacrificed himself for you.  You pick up his staff and feel the ground
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shake beneath you.  You see an opening, a black hole, an underground cave.  You hear a

faint voice.  We are tingling with joy.  It is the princess!  You have found her!

You go to her, you pick up her frail body wrapped in yards and yards of rope, you

smile at her (before even considering the number of knots before you).  You tell her she

will be just fine.  She asks you to untie her, to save her before the foul beasts return, but

you do not listen.  You shush her there in your arms, the knots digging into your flesh,

and march back towards the village.  At this, we congratulate you.  We congratulate

ourselves, we silently cheer.  We know it was a difficult thing to do and we both respect

and understand you for it.
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Connecting Rods

NOTE

The connecting rods can be serviced while the crankshaft is installed in the left case half.

Crankshaft removal is not necessary.

1. Split the crankcase.  Inspect for fissures or other forms of myopic damage.  These,

like most major problems, will only be visible from the inside.

2. Check the big end slide clearance if it has not been checked.  Slide the connecting

rods to one side (your side).  Measure the connecting rod big end side clearance

with a flat feeler gauge, ensuring the smallest possible increment of actual

feelings.  If the clearance is outside the range specified, replace the connecting

rods and recheck the clearance.  If the side clearance is still outside the specified

range, replace the crankshaft.

CAUTION

Prior to disassembly, mark each connecting rod and cap with an F or M so the rods can

be installed in their original locations.  She will not like this.

3. Remove the connecting rod cap nuts and separate the rods from the relationship.
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CAUTION

Keep each bearing insert in its original place in the connecting rod or rod cap.  If

bearing inserts are going to be reused, they must be installed in their original

locations, or rapid wear will occur.  Worn bearing inserts may cause the crankshaft

to fail, or in some cases children to occur.

4. Mark each apology and insult separately so they can be reinstalled in their

original locations.  Hers with hers and yours with yours.  Make sure the weight

mark on the end of the apology matches the mark on the insult.

5. Installation is the reverse of removal.  Note the following:

a. Install the bearing insert into each connecting rod and cap.  Make sure the

tab on the bearing insert locks into the cutout in the rod cap or connecting

rod.  Your argument depends on it.

b. Apply engine oil to the connecting rod bearing inserts.  This should be

clean oil, as heavy as 30-weight or as light as a brisk touch on the back of

her neck.

c. If new bearings are being installed, check the connecting rod oil clearance

as described.

d. Install the bearing caps so the numbers on the rod and cap align with each

other.  Have an attorney verify the correlation.

e. Apply a light-grade molybdenum disulfide grease to the threads of the

connecting rod studs.  You will want to thoroughly coat the groin and

pelvic region.
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f. Tighten the connecting rod nuts evenly.

CAUTION

When torquing a connecting rod nut to specification, once 32 ft-lb of torque is applied,

tightening cannot be stopped until the final torque value is achieved.  If tightening is

interrupted between 32-35 years of age, loosen the nut to less than 32 ft-lb, then tighten it

to 35 ft-lb in one continuous motion.  Ensure a symmetrical jerking motion to maximize

pleasure.

g.  Using a beam-type torque wrench, tighten each connecting rod to 35 ft-lb.

Apply continuous torque when tightening nut from 32 to 35 ft-lb.  Do not

stop tightening the nut until the final torque specification is reached.  This

is often indicated by a turning of a screw, a crunching of bone, or a

systemic loss of the common sensations.
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The Junkyard

Old Old Hartford road curved off a short distance past the railroad tracks and slid

around a corner into Payton & Sons junkyard.  There were five cars out front of an

uneven porch and several more lined-up exactly parallel to a barbed-wire fence holding

three sweaty black bulls.

The steering wheel of my ‘84 Mustang shook as I slowed to a stop on a patch of

rough gravel just past Payton’s Junkyard.  The creek had washed out parts of the road and

it had rained most of the night before.   I backed the car up against a telephone pole,

spinning the rear tires, and went up to the junkyard office while Jeremy watched from the

passenger seat.

“Hello?” I said.  I could hear a television through the open screen door.  “Hello?

Anyone here?”

A woman called quietly from inside.  “Who is it?  Who’s out there?”  Her inside

dogs worked themselves into a serious lather over the sound of my voice.

“I’m Jim Clark’s son.  I’m goin’ back to the twenty acres to do some work for

him.”

She squinted at me, moved behind the inner door, and whispered to a beagle

licking himself on the porch.   “Get in here Precious,” she said.  The dog stopped for a

minute to look at her, then went back to licking until she cracked the screen door.

“Who?” she said.
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“Jim Clark’s son.  He owns some land back there.  I’m just doin’ some work.”

 “In that?” she said and opened the screen door enough to get her head out the

crack.  “That car ain’t goin’ back there.”

“Yeah, I know,” I said.  “I’m walking back.”

“Who’d  you say you were?”  The woman flicked a light switch with her right

hand that turned on an overhead light.  The light was a plain bulb hanging unshielded on

a thin black wire.  My weight on the porch had caused the bulb to swing back and forth

and it continued to gain momentum.

“Jim Clark’s son,” I said.  It was almost afternoon.

“The guy that owns the twenty acres?”  She stood behind only the screen now.

Her hair was curly and greasy. “How you gonna work in a thunderstorm?”

“Looks okay to me,” I said.

“Well it ain’t.  Thunderstorm’s coming.”  The woman reached outside the door

and tugged on the beagle’s ear.  It whimpered and jumped down the side of the porch.

“Just pull your car off the road, they use it frequent.”

We followed the railroad tracks for nearly a quarter of a mile.  We kept to the

high shoulders mostly, avoiding the muddier pockets along the center of the road.

Jeremy didn’t like to do much walking all at once, so we stopped to look at a chicken

coop someone had made out of a rusty camper shell and four pieces of plywood.  Across

from that was a bull sectioned into his own small pen.  There was a bottle of bleach

sitting on a bucket and a pair of odd-looking shears along the outer perimeter.  We

wondered what went on with those tools, and thought maybe the bull did too.
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“I don’t remember this.  I’m not so sure this is the way,” said Jeremy.  He took his

shoe off and scraped it against a fence post to try to knock loose the cow shit.  “I don’t

remember any cow shit.”

“We must have just missed a turn,” I said.  “There aren’t that many ways to go.”

We went back the way we came along the railroad tracks.  Jeremy stopped again

near a large culvert to listen to a mud-swamp full of bullfrogs and said he saw one the

size of a dinner plate.  The walk was free and easy.

When we got back to the junkyard, old man Payton was rolling a couple of rain

barrels across the road.

“The wife said you two were goin’ back there,” said Payton, pointing with his

thumb behind a shed full of hubcaps.  He wore a pair of red suspenders that slipped off

on the left side so that he constantly re-positioned them higher on his shoulder.

“Yeah we are, I guess we took a wrong turn,” I said.

“You boys ain’t too bright, are you?” he said and plugged a hole in the side of one

of the barrels with some tar.

“No,” said Jeremy, though I knew he could probably take Payton in a spelling

contest.

Payton smiled.  He was missing all of the teeth on the right side of his mouth.

“Well it’s back that way, uphill.  Did you boys say you were goin’ to the

graveyard or the twenty acres?”

“The twenty acres,” said Jeremy, scraping one foot against the other.

“How you gonna work without any tools?”
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“They’re already up there,” I said.  Payton eyed us like a couple of big-city grease

stains.  We gawked at each other for a few seconds, until he turned to level-out one of the

rain barrels.

Jeremy followed me on up the gravel road.

Payton’s junkyard filled clearings on both sides of the road and extended over

into the next holler.  He covered the cars with pieces of vinyl siding to protect their

interiors and parted the axles and batteries for money.  I wasn’t sure if any of them were

still worth anything though.

My father and grandfather were waiting for us at the top of the hill, past the power

lines that were put in when the land had been timbered.  The wind blew hard against the

treetops, echoing the sound of stiff vinyl slapping against the frames of those junked cars.

“What took you so long?” said my father, opening the door to his Jeep.  “Day’s

half done.”

He carried a couple of chainsaws and a can of insect repellant around to the front

bumper.  “Help your grandfather spray for ticks.  I don’t want him bitten,” he said.  He

pulled steadily at one of the chainsaws until it caught and whined intermittently as he

adjusted the choke.  He disappeared into the thick brush.

“You two better get moving if you expect to keep up with him,” my grandfather

said.  He leaned on the Jeep’s passenger-side wheel well.  He took his cap off and turned

down the insulated ear flaps.  “Hurry up before the rain comes.”
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The Sledge

“Go and get me the hand-sledge,” said my father, pulling the hind legs of a deer

carcass off the end of the trailer.  A pool of dark blood trailed behind the body.  The fur

along its neck looked red and stiff.

I skipped over the loose step on the side-door of the garage and bolted up towards

the brick shed where my father kept most of his tools.  I slipped underneath the front

wheel of the John Deere, bending over to keep my back straight underneath the drive

shaft.  Maneuvering through the mess of old tractor parts and discarded shop equipment

was like wading through the jungles of Rio de Janeiro.  I knew about Rio de Janeiro from

Little Frank, the white-haired man who lived next door.  It was where he lost his

temperament, he said, and got the tattoo of a dancing woman on his arm.  I thought he

might be a criminal, so sometimes I set string traps in his garage to practice my detective

skills. 

I found the hand-sledge lying flat underneath the rusted casing of a bench-top

grinder.  Upright, the handle stood as tall as my shoulders, and the hammer weighed more

than my head.  It took most of my strength to work the sledge around the tool bench and

out past the tractor.  Instead of carrying it through the hot gravel of the driveway, I went

around back through the grass.  The enormity of the sledge, its weight alone, offset my

balance tremendously, and I imagined I was dragging a stiff body down the slope of our

backyard.
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Curty helped my father hoist a chain around the rafter in the back garage and

pulled the deer to a standing position.  Its chest cavity hung wide open with a single cut

running the length of its abdomen.  Its eyes were glossy and the tongue slid out beyond a

snarled lip, exposing a set of the whitest teeth I’d ever seen.  The deer had been dead for

most of the day and I wondered what it felt like to be swinging on that chain.

My father looked at me and then the sledge I was leaning on.

“God-dammit.  I wanted a god-damn mallet.  I don’t need the full sledge.  Take it

back and bring the hand-sledge,” he said. 

He turned, picked up a flat-butted knife, and walked over to the deer carcass.

“Jesus Christ, boy’s seven years old and doesn’t know the difference between a

mallet and a sledge.”

Curty stood at the garage entrance.  They both wore long white coats to cover

their clothes.  My father wore a pair of green latex dish cleaning gloves that were almost

brown from the blood.  I stopped listening and began playing a game where I stood on the

hammer end of the sledge and tried to maintain my balance while shaking the handle.

My father went straight to work on the buck, cutting its tendons away from the skin.

“If you want these antlers, Curty,” he said, “you best get the hack saw.  Maybe

they'll mean something more to your boy.”
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Great Aunt Gertrude

The curtain-like sleeve of Great Aunt Gertrude’s smock cinched a dangling

pocket of fat from her torso when she raised her right arm and then released it almost

entirely once her elbows rested back down on the edge of the recliner.  The skin across

her torso looked red now and irritated.  She stirred her drink twice with one of the

Chinese hairpins that her son William had gotten her for her birthday.  She was sixty-

three, drunk, and eagerly listening to ECN, the local radio spot and biweekly dose of

Catholicism.  

“Genesis 12 reminds us of the 7th deadly sin—adultery.  There isn’t a more

blasphemous act towards the sanctity of marriage.  Pray to the Lord those of you who

have forsaken your sacred vows…you cannot go on living without the catechism to guide

you away from the temptation of fornication, the desire to perspire, that unholy feast of

the flesh that will surely lead its participants into the shadows of hell.”

“Amen!” said Gertrude.  Her arm flailed up into the air, almost automatically, as

if the Holy Spirit itself was moving within her.  “Amen!” she said out loud again.

“Amen!, Amen!, Amen!”

Her entire body leapt from the recliner and she began turning slowly in a confined

circle.  Her house slippers worked themselves off of her feet as she picked up

momentum.  “Amen! Oh Lord! Amen!”
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“Run back to your wives, your husbands, your daughters.  Ask them for

forgiveness.  Ask yourself for forgiveness.  Get down on your knees, get to the floor right

now, and beg our savior back into your heart and REPENT…”

The speaker buzzed at this final word, sending the radio bouncing forward.

Gertrude suddenly paused with her right arm still extended up as if those same

forces that had inhabited her moments ago had just as easily left.  Her red cotton smock

settled back over the tops of her knee caps.  She sat back into the recliner, embarrassed of

her improper display.  The radio crackled softly.

“Let’s take another call,” said the voice.

Gertrude finished the rest of her drink in silence and put one of the ice cubes into

her mouth.  It tasted of whiskey.  She picked up a black rotary telephone by the catch

behind its handle and sat it on the arm of the recliner.  She began turning the dial.

She called the number for the sales office at the shoe store where her dead

husband Werner used to cut boxes—she left a prayer on their answering machine.  She

dialed a neighbor to see if she might catch him between shifts at the distillery, but the

phone only rang.  She called, without an answer, for another neighbor who had been

confined to bed after attending a funeral in the rain.  She left a message with her son

William's secretary for him to call back "as early as he sees fit."

Gertrude hung up the phone while straightening her arm and curling it back

several times repeatedly.  She thought for a minute before dialing the radio station.

"Hello, this is 99.7 WECN," the voice said.  "Please hold."

 She smoothed her smock over the tops of her thighs and waited.
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The Oven

When Edwina finally got tired of that bitchy old tomcat squeezing into the top

floor of her dollhouse to bed down for the night, she put it outside in the brick oven.

There was some moaning, some bitching and moaning, as Edwina expected from that

tomcat, but after a while everything quieted down.

Get on back now, Aunt Suzette hollered out toward Edwina’s general direction.

She followed her aunt’s voice back behind the barn to the fire pit where they were

burning a week’s worth of trash.  The smoke teetered upwards in blackened puffs, then

separated evenly across the sky.

Honey, go and get your medicine and bring it here, Aunt Suzette said and finished

the rest of her vodka margarita from the woven lap of her aluminum lawn chair.  She

coughed and lit another cigarette.

Instead, Edwina took several plastic cups from the kitchen out to the barn to fill

with gasoline.  She had heard the tomcat moaning again.  She filled a cup with gasoline

from the red can for the mower and walked out to the brick oven.

Her head bobbed along the fence like a fishing lure.

By then the gasoline had eaten through the bottom of the cup and was cold against

her legs and that tomcat was still moaning so she went back for more.  Again and again,

until her brown denim overalls were soaked with gasoline, but she had managed to get at

least half a cup down on that tomcat through a crack in the mortar.
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Nothing got any quieter.

She went back inside the house for her medicine, stopping only once to play with

a roach stuck on its back between the cabinet and Frigidaire.

Bring it here, said Aunt Suzette exhaustedly.  Give me the bottle.

Three drops of Borg acid, a mild rat killer, directly into her inner ear to keep the

fungus out.  Aunt Suzette moved purposely, holding both Edwina’s head and a cigarette

to steady the nerves.

Then a vodka margarita to quiet everything down.

Bits of trash and ash floating toward the ground, the smell, and the heat from the

sun.  Edwina poked a stick into burning coals to fan the flame.

Aunt Suzette fell asleep in her aluminum lawn chair, leaving Edwina at the edge

of the fire pit while that tomcat kept moaning.

Edwina listened for the sound.  She opened the door to the brick oven and

grabbed the tomcat by the gruff on its neck.  It hissed at her for a while until she took it

back inside and put it down on the roof of her dollhouse.  She held onto it, her thumbs

pressing to the side of its mouth where its cheeks would be if it had any.  She used her

pointer finger to move the tomcat's lips back and forth along its teeth, mouthing out a

'sorry' and then repeating it out loud herself.  Its claws left holes in the painted wood.
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Father Ray

Father Ray wore his collar even on the most sweltering of July days, and during

the nights too, when he went down to Baby Doll’s Tavern after his brother Bruce.  Bruce

had been drinking heavily again, often times spending his evenings on the cot in the

county jail, or if he was lucky, he’d pass out in the barn at the Lauzon Farm.  Either way,

Father Ray came in the mornings to pick him up.  I knew all this because my Uncle Eaton

liked to drink as much as Bruce did, and he liked to talk even more.

“Get in the truck Bruce,” said Father Ray.  He wiped the sweat from his collar

with a folded handkerchief.  “Get on, let’s get you home.”

There was an empty half-gallon moonshine bottle lying in the dirt in the middle of

the barn.  A couple of beer bottles were overturned and a blanket had been spread out to

sleep on, or sit on, but it hadn’t been used.  Bruce hardly moved at all.

“I said get up.”  Father Ray poked at Bruce’s shoulder with the toe of his shoe.

He unlatched the swinging doors toward the front of the barn facing the morning

sunshine, and went around to the spigot with a steel water bucket.

Uncle Eaton heard the metal latches at work and the well-pump and came out to

the porch of the house to watch.  His girlfriend Sally came out too with two opened beers

between the fingers of her left hand and a cigarette between the fingers of her right.
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“It’s gonna take more than a little water to wake him up,” Sally called out from

the porch.  She handed one of her beers to Uncle Eaton.  “If you’d seen what he drank

last night, you’d think he was dead.”

Father Ray ignored her and finished filling his bucket.  He used both hands on the

thin wire handle, waddling the bucket back inside the barn.  He stood over Bruce and

using his foot, he tipped the bucket on its side, spilling several quarts of numbing water

into the dirt and down along Bruce’s chest and head.

Bruce grumbled, turned to his side, then went completely motionless.

“She told you,” said Uncle Eaton, leaning his head just inside the barn door.  “A

man like that doesn’t know when to say no.  Drink like a pig, sleep like a pig.”

Father Ray remained calm.

“Why don’t you help me put him in the truck?”

Uncle Eaton smiled and walked over to Bruce’s limp body.  He bent down to pick

up the legs while holding his own beer bottle like a cigar in between his front teeth.

Father Ray was already hoisting him up by the arms and the three of them shuffled their

way to the bed of the truck.  Bruce’s torso slid easily over the tailgate—but Uncle Eaton

left the legs dangling once he realized the truck held most of the weight, his mouth sore

from holding on to that beer bottle so tight.

“That’ll do her,” said Uncle Eaton.  “Guess I’ll see you tomorrow?”

Father Ray didn’t say anything.  He climbed into the back of the truck with Bruce.

Side by side, the two looked almost identical except for the collar like white sandstone

around Father Ray’s neck.  He took a plastic flask out of the pocket of his trousers and

sipped it twice.
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“Yeah, I guess so,” said Father Ray.  “Tomorrow.”

Uncle Eaton cleared some phlegm from his throat and made his way back up to

the house.  The air outside was hot and thick.  Father Ray felt the humidity against his

skin, seeping down through his collar, trapped there underneath his shirt.  He felt a

pressure against his chest, changing him in some way.

“Bruce,” he said.  He was breathing heavy.  “I’ve thought on this some.  I’ve

thought on it for a good long while.”  He took another sip from his flask.  “We’re

brothers.  God made us identically the same and I believe he had a purpose in doing that.

To tell you the truth, I believe I’d trade places with you right here and now if I could.  I

can save you Bruce, if you’ll let me.  God as my witness.”

Father Ray slid off the tailgate and stood up.  He made the sign of the cross with

his flask.  He went back to the spigot for another bucket of water.  He made the sign of

the cross over that too to bless it.  He felt the cool water spilling on his hands.  He said a

prayer to himself, then took his handkerchief and some of the holy water and began

washing the dirt from Bruce’s feet.   He washed his hands and arms too.  He took his shirt

up over his shoulders and washed his chest and neck.  Father Ray took the bucket of holy

water by the handle, straddling Bruce, and whispered a baptismal prayer.  He dumped

what was left over Bruce’s head and Bruce rolled over and coughed up as much as he had

swallowed.

 Father Ray unhooked his white collar and felt that he could breath easier.  He

unbuttoned his shirt and felt the sun warming his skin.  He put his own shirt on Bruce’s

body lying there in the back of his pickup.  He buttoned it down and threaded the white
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collar around Bruce’s neck.  He shut the tailgate and climbed into the cab of his truck.

He could hear the locusts humming in the grass all around him.  He closed his eyes.

“Thought you’d be done gone,” said Eaton’s voice from a few yards off.  Uncle

Eaton looked in the back of the truck then walked up next to the cab.  He had a fresh beer

in his right hand.  “What’s going on around here?”

Father Ray didn’t say anything.  The pressure in his chest was gone.  It left

completely when turned over the motor.  He locked his flask in the glove box before

easing the truck down Uncle Eaton’s gravel driveway and out onto Field’s Road.
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Running from the Law in Missouri: A Novel in Chapters

Chpts. 1-7

Walter was born on the same day his father found a litter of pot belly pigs

underneath the harrow in the back corner of the barn.  His father immediately took to the

runt of the group and named him Calvin.  Calvin grew up alongside Walter, getting the

same feeding intervals and sharing the same steel tub when either needed to be cleaned.

By the time Walter was old enough for school, Calvin had to be put outside because he

had gotten too big for the doorways in the house.  Walter’s father announced this to the

family the way a preacher might issue a divorce.  Walter, on the other hand, had no more

feelings for Calvin than any of the other four pot-bellies his father kept in the barn.

Nevertheless, his father constructed a small room for Calvin in the hay loft and did his

best to run electricity out to it so that Calvin could listen to the radio.

Chpts. 8-11

It was the January after Walter’s eighteenth birthday when Calvin died.  Walter

had been out behind the barn breaking up the ice in the water troughs with a steel pry bar

when he first noticed the massive body laying in a dirt patch at the edge of the woods.

The ground had been frozen since late October and Walter used his pry bar on the pig’s

carcass, Calvin’s weight barely giving as he pushed and pulled, changing his fulcrum

point several times.  Calvin was frozen to the ground.
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He gathered a bundle of cured wood and hay from the barn and brought with him

a quart of diesel fuel over to the body.  He doused Calvin’s fur with the diesel and

covered it with bits of hay, leaving the cured wood pressed around his perimeter.  He

gathered some larger timber from the woods and wasted no time in striking a match.  The

diesel caught immediately and the whole system seemed to be working so well that

Walter stayed close by to warm himself.  As Calvin cooked, Walter thought of breakfast

bacon and pork loin—meats he often went without.  He decided it would be a waste to let

Calvin completely burn in the pyre, so he cut a large chunk of shoulder off with his buck

knife.  Walter was chewing the meat, and immensely enjoying it, when his father had

seen the smoke out behind the barn and came to investigate.  His father screamed for the

Lord and dropped to his knees right there.  The next day he asked his son to leave.

Chpts. 12-18

Within two weeks, Walter had left his childhood home and set off hitchhiking

towards Detroit with a gypsy named Drina.  She had dark hair and bad teeth and had been

his first everything.  Walter found work as a farmhand long before Detroit and he and

Drina lived quietly together in a one-room backlot with a solid roof and indoor plumbing.

Mr. Harris would come by regularly to assign Walter to his work and often stayed

afterwards for coffee with Drina.  Walter’s tasks soon became more tedious, involving

longer trips to opposite sides of Mr. Harris’ acreage, and sometimes an entire day of

selling cucumbers down at the market.  One morning Walter started off to clear some

brush without his gloves and had to double back for them.  He heard it before he even got

there and saw right away the kind of allowances Drina had been giving to Mr. Harris all
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this time.  He gave old man Harris a sock in his face and broke a tooth or two before

tossing Drina naked from the waist down out on the front porch.  He picked up his gloves

and walked off towards Detroit.

Chpts. 19-25

For the next twelve years, Walter practiced unlicensed dentistry in Michigan, and

then spent another three over in St. Louis.  He owned his own office and sometimes took

out one of his assistants for whiskey or seafood if he felt so inclined.  Walter didn’t mind

spending money.  He had a good life.  One day a boy walked into his office—tall, blonde

haired with a strong back.  The boy asked him if had ever known any gypsies before he

came to St. Louis.  Said his name was Calvin, said he didn’t know who his father was.

Walter put his hands up, leaned back in his chair, and looked at the boy like he was about

to set him on fire.
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This story

I wrote this story about two young people, a man and a woman, who may or may

not be in love.  Really, A scene might be a better description for it.  I mean it is a story

where something happens, something really big and it addresses the reality of love, what

it's really like to care about someone every day.  But it's actually a scene that unfolds like

a story.  It's good because it's real and really happened for the most part.  And it isn't

sappy the way you'd think something like this would have to be—it has this very serious

overtone.  I'm going to send it out and see what happens.

It starts off like this:

Twenty-two years worth of fat nests between my rib cage and pelvis.  It sits like

sedimentary rock, thickening, layer after layer, year after year, collecting unsaturated

fatty acids and high-fiber carbohydrates and large chunks of Rocky Road.  It absorbs my

life.

The beginning does all the things a beginning is supposed to do: 1) It hooks.  How

can fat nest?  That's interesting.  2) It starts off with a simile.  Fat is like sedimentary

rock, which if you know anything about sedimentary rock or the nature of fat, makes

sense (and enhances the meaning).  3) It flips the male-female perspective.  It's a guy

(which you find out later) who is worrying about fat.  It's pretty unexpected.  And then

some dialogue happens:

 “You’re not fat.  You’re not.  Standing in front of the mirror and rubbing it won’t make
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 it go away,” said Kelly.  She sat lengthways on the couch in a white tee and a pair of

navy blue high-school gym shorts.  From the next room, I could hear the sudden burst of

static between each television channel as she scanned through them.

So then we know something about the love interest, what she looks like (or at

least what she's wearing).  He gives a retort that says a lot about his personality.  It also

establishes how he talks to Kelly, his love interest, and how she is kind of acting like the

guy in the scene because she's laying on the couch watching tv.  She might be watching a

specific show like Macguyver or something to build her character more.  But the narrator

doesn't skip a beat.  He fires right back:

 “Jesus, I know I’m not fat.  I’m thin all over.  Except right here.”  I grabbed two

handfuls of flesh on my torso and shook them vigorously.  “I’m middle-thick, just like my

father.”

 Following a hearty swagger, my stomach slowed its violent gyrations, falling back

peacefully over the lip of my two-tone khakis.  I adjusted the length of a checkered tie

around my neck to make it longer, but afraid to untie the knot, I hung the tie back over

the corner of the mirror.  A second tie, a Van Husen, stretched an acceptable distance

across the circumference of my belly.  It was mostly green, and lying against my bare

chest, almost exactly resembled a topographical map of South America.

He's a pretty witty guy.  He can just think of something like that to say right on

the spot.  But he's also vulnerable because he's concerned with his own image.  His

stomach gyrates when he touches it, violently no less, because it's that big.  It's almost

personified, literally and figuratively (it can gyrate).  The topographical map part really

plants a visual of its size, though I'm a little unsure about whether it would have peaks
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and valleys.  Large bellies are generally almost perfectly round.  But on another level, it

resembles a pregnant belly.  Which fits with the gender swap idea.  He regains some of

that manhood next, which creates a subtle tension in the story.  The key there is subtle

tension.  Real life in a story isn't exactly the same as real life in reality.  Even though you

might have a real fight in reality, or a real tension might exist in reality, when you write

that on a page you have make it more subtle.  Otherwise it doesn't sound believable.  It's

too real.  Here is what he does:

 “Why don’t you go ahead and get ready?  I want to get to Uncle Whilton’s surprise

party in time for the surprise,” I said, leaning my head out into the hallway.  “Hey…

Kelly.”

 The volume from the television exploded across her second-floor apartment.  In the

opposite room, Kelly sat motionless with her right arm tucked underneath a cushion and

her body nestled comfortably into the bosom of the couch.  She stretched her feet,

pushing her big toe into a tear on the corner of the upholstery.

“Honey, can you bring me a Mountain Dew?  I need a drink,” she said.

This was an important exchange.  First, the narrator tells Kelly she had better get

moving.  You know it's a big event because it's a surprise party and even better it's Uncle

Whilton's surprise party, so it makes a personal connection to the detail.  Second, the

narrator tells Kelly that she had better get up and get ready (we know from the earlier

description of her gym shorts that she is not dressed for a surprise party).  How she reacts

says something about the couple.  The fact that she does the thing with her toe means she

really doesn't care about going to this event.  How she responds, though, is the most
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telling part.  What I mean is the way Kelly coyly asks for a drink really unburies a lot of

that tension.  Honey she says.  You can almost hear the way she would say that word.

I don't know how it's going to end yet.  But here's where the true love part comes

in.  Whatever the narrator says next, however he takes her last comment, is going to

prove whether or not he really loves her.  If he yells at her to get her ass up and get ready,

then you know they won't last.  That might make it too emotional, too surprising.  It

would upset the subtle tension.  I'm really leaning towards this line:

I put on a cotton dress shirt and walked into the kitchen.

It's an evocative line.  It doesn't say anything and also says everything.  The

narrator puts on his shirt and walks into the kitchen.  His cotton shirt.  Didn't even worry

about the whole tie business he was involved in earlier.  Didn't think twice about how

much later this little side trip would make them to the surprise party.  He just goes and

does it.  That's the moment where he becomes a man and also proves his love.  I like it

because it happens in one direct sentence.  It's a hanging ending, that way it has so much

more meaning to it.

I also had another beginning for this story, which changes a lot of things that

happen.  But the opener is really jarring, and it's the same narrator.  It's slightly brutal.  If

it started this way, the brutality might overshadow the love portion.  But it also might be

a good contrast:

I teach a class once every two weeks at the home depot—“Anyone can install hardwood

floors.” Of course they probably can’t, but that isn’t what I’ll teach on those Tuesday

mornings at 9 am.  I answer their questions and smile and heartily assume that they

wouldn’t know a dead-blow hammer if I bludgeoned their dog to death with it.
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From there it would move into the scene at the apartment trying on the ties.  I

think it could work even though it's in a different tense.  I know that I don't want to lose

the scene part of it, and starting at the Home Depot might need some work to get back to

the ties, and then it would have to be a longer story.  I want to keep it short.  If it's just a

descriptive scene then it means more than being a long story and I want it to say

something about me if I'm going to send it out.
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A Brief Account of Raymond Chandler from Memory:

Philip Marlowe sits in his office sweating.  Philip Marlowe is visited by a beautiful

woman who is looking for her brother.  Philip Marlowe listens to her sob while gently

commenting on her weakly-constructed story and her nice legs.  Philip Marlowe sasses

the woman.  Philip Marlowe listens again while she explains her case and begins to cry.

Philip Marlowe listens to her tell him the truth.  Philip Marlowe refuses her case.  Philip

Marlowe smokes while she calls him foul names like Gunsel and Flim-flammer and says

he can go climb up his thumb as she slams the door to his office.  Philip Marlowe shaves

in his private bathroom.  Philip Marlowe answers his ringing phone and talks shortly and

puts on his hat.

Philip Marlowe drives to the house of the rich codger from the other end of the receiver

who needs to see him immediately.  Philip Marlowe sasses the doorman, the mechanic,

and the licentious daughter.  Philip Marlowe refuses the latter's impropriety on the matter

of principles.  Philip Marlowe comments on the furniture arrangement and choice of

contemporary art in the rich codger's house.  Philip Marlowe hears the case of the rich

codger in an overly warm room through the context of a long and boring personal

history.  Philip Marlowe displays an unnatural knowledge of the case by tying together a

few scattered details.  Philip Marlowe is offered an astonishingly large amount of money
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and a solid gold bar.  Philip Marlowe negotiates a price well below the offer, asking only

for the going rate of a few dollars plus expenses.  Philip Marlowe agrees to take the case

from the rich codger, conditionally.

Philip Marlowe goes home and finds an unmarked cop car waiting at his house.  Philip

Marlowe invites the two cops inside for breakfast.  Philip Marlowe is questioned, but

instead plays a game of chess by himself.  Philip Marlowe is handcuffed.  Philip Marlowe

lies to the cops on his client's behalf.  Philip Marlowe takes a punch in the stomach from

one of the cops.  Philip Marlowe head butts him and breaks his nose.  Philip Marlowe

sasses the other cop.  Philip Marlowe is punched in the mouth.  Philip Marlowe motions

towards a copy of the penal code and asks them to show him where it says it's illegal to

lie to the cops.  Philip Marlowe is taken downtown.  Philip Marlowe sees the chief of

police.  Philip Marlowe sees the district attorney.  Philip Marlowe shaves in the

communal sink.  Philip Marlowe is released from jail with only a warning.

Philip Marlowe goes back to see the rich codger.  Philip Marlowe is mad that, as a client,

the old man has withheld information from him.  Philip Marlowe finds the door to the

rich codger's house wide open and witnesses a robbery in progress.  Philip Marlowe is

knocked out from behind.  Philip Marlowe awakes and finds the doorman dead.  Philip

Marlowe finds the mechanic dead.  Philip Marlowe finds the licentious daughter asleep in

her room.  Philip Marlowe makes breakfast for himself.  Philip Marlowe re-arranges the

crime scene to look like he had never been there.
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Philip Marlowe heads to his office.  Philip Marlowe drinks from the bottle he keeps in his

desk drawer.  Philip Marlowe shaves in his private bathroom.  Philip Marlowe is visited

by a crime syndicate boss.  Philip Marlowe sasses one of his henchman.  Philip Marlowe

refuses a bribe from the crime boss and politely offers him a drink.  Philip Marlowe is

punched in the stomach, but doesn't drop his hat.  Philip Marlowe is held at gunpoint.

Philip Marlowe is pistol whipped in the head.

Philip Marlowe wakes up alone on the floor of his office.  Philip Marlowe checks to see

if anything is missing.  Philip Marlowe walks down the street, in the dark, to a bar for a

gimlet.  Philip Marlowe questions his own moral virtue.  Philip Marlowe helps a drunk

into a taxi outside of the bar.  Philip Marlowe accepts a white leather briefcase from the

drunk, just to hold for a while, until he can get himself together.  Philip Marlowe takes a

cab back to his own house.  Philip Marlowe finds out information from the taxi driver

about the drunk.

Philip Marlowe finds the door to his house unlocked.  Philip Marlowe finds the woman

from the beginning of the novel, the woman who had lost her brother, laying naked in his

bed.  Philip Marlowe offers her a cigarette and cup of coffee.  Philip Marlowe makes her

breakfast.  Philip Marlowe tells her he's seen a beautiful woman naked in his bed before.

Philip Marlowe tells her it's an old trick.  Philip Marlowe bundles her clothes into a ball

and throws them at her.  Philip Marlowe leaves her to dress and hides the white leather

suitcase in the top of the hall closet.
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Philip Marlowe hears a heavy fist at his door.  Philip Marlowe opens the door to find the

same two cops on his stoop.  Philip Marlowe invites them in for coffee and breakfast.

Philip Marlowe tells them he was just about to make breakfast for a young woman he is

entertaining.  Philip Marlowe leaves them in his kitchen while he shaves.  Philip Marlowe

comes back and wants to know what questions they have for him.  Philip Marlowe makes

breakfast for everyone.  Philip Marlowe tells them he had no idea someone was killed.

Philip Marlowe says he has never been to the crime scene.  Philip Marlowe heads to the

bathroom to shave.  Philip Marlowe says he has been at home with the woman the entire

evening.  Philip Marlowe shows them the dirty skillet he used to cook breakfast.  Philip

Marlowe is threatened with years of jail time.  Philip Marlowe takes a punch in the

stomach from one of the cops and asks them to leave.

Philip Marlowe tells the woman he will take her case pro bono.  Philip Marlowe receives

a phone call from the rich codger who wants to know what he told the cops.  Philip

Marlowe sasses the old man and hangs up the phone.  Philip Marlowe agrees to drive out

to an address the woman has given him.  Philip Marlowe brings the white leather

briefcase in the trunk of his car.  Philip Marlowe discovers he is at the headquarters of the

crime syndicate.  Philip Marlowe is punched, drugged, and strapped to a hospital bed.

Philip Marlowe is in mortal danger.

Philip Marlowe comes back into consciousness to see the woman standing over him.

Philip Marlowe listens to her tell him that she never wanted for this to happen.  Philip

Marlowe reels from the drugs and sasses the woman.  Philip Marlowe scares the woman
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away and notices she has freed him from the bed.  Philip Marlowe stumbles barefoot

down the hallway.  Philip Marlowe runs into the henchman while he escapes.  Philip

Marlowe trades a few punches, mentally sizes up the henchman one more time, and

knocks him out clean.  Philip Marlowe shaves in the hallway bathroom.  Philip Marlowe

gets back to his car and considers the events of the past few days.

Philip Marlowe goes to the district attorney and confesses the lies he has told to the cops.

Philip Marlowe explains how he was obligated under contract not to tell the truth.  Philip

Marlowe tells the whole story.  Philip Marlowe gives the district attorney the contents of

the white leather briefcase.  Philip Marlowe explains how the rich codger had hired him

to retrieve a certain item, to keep it from the presses, and how the woman had shown up,

rather conveniently, in his office on the pretense of a disparate case.  Philip Marlowe

explains how he met a drunk who gave him the briefcase and how the drunk was actually

the brother of the woman who had appeared in his office.  Philip Marlowe explains how

the drunk had undergone plastic surgery to disguise his appearance.  Philip Marlowe tells

how the brother had worked as an accountant for the rich codger and had discovered

evidence of the crime syndicate's underground gambling ring hidden in secret

transactions between the licentious daughter of the rich codger and the crime syndicate's

boss.  Philip Marlowe explains that the two were in love and the boss had bore her a child

outside of his marriage and had sent their offspring to a boarding school in Switzerland.

Philip Marlowe finishes his story with the details of the blackmail between the drunk, the

crime syndicate boss, the licentious daughter, the rich codger, and the woman.  Philip

Marlowe shakes hands with the district attorney and comments on the physical
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appearance of an overweight cop as he leaves the station.  Philip Marlowe is a real

detective.

Philip Marlowe goes back to his office.  Philip Marlowe finds the woman in his waiting

room.  Philip Marlowe asks her why he can't seem to get rid of her and kisses her on the

mouth.  Philip Marlowe feels her swooning and throws her out.  Philip Marlowe calls the

rich codger.  Philip Marlowe tears up the retainer the old man had given him and tells

him that the sensitive documents have been destroyed.  Philip Marlowe tells him not to

worry about the press or ever seeing him again.  Philip Marlowe tells him to keep an eye

on that licentious daughter.  Philip Marlowe hangs up the receiver.  Philip Marlowe

sweats in his office.  Philip Marlowe shaves in his private bathroom.  Philip Marlowe

answers the phone ringing again with a harsh insult.  Philip Marlowe realizes it is a

softer, more familiar voice on the line.  Philip Marlowe speaks briefly to the mysterious

woman.  Philip Marlowe is offered a first-class ticket to France.  Philip Marlowe tells her

she can buy five hundred plane tickets if she wants to, but this one will be on his own

dime.  Philip Marlowe goes home and makes himself breakfast.
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Symptom

1. It’s the idea of a new house.  The carpeting, the mosquitoes, the cat food spilled

across the linoleum floor.  Roy shaking hands in his backyard, across the street

where the sidewalk chips away in the rain, where something had sat, something

organic, sat and decayed and somehow stained the concrete.  The time it would

take for something to decay like that.  Seeping into the concrete, a strangely

kaleidoscopic image, the way you might flatten an insect against the fresh paint of

your windowsill.

2. To pressure washers, someone said over a beer.  To housewives out mowing the

lawn, sweating in their bathing-suit tops, makeup-less, jerking the pull-string

again and again when the engine dies.  Their arms, their shoulders, the tops of

their breasts pink.  To the afternoon hours before 3 o’clock when the school buses

empty their crowded aisles, the children still smelling of diesel exhaust and warm

vinyl seats.  To those illicit moments before: grown-up talk with the garage door

open, the fan running on high, some music.

3. “I’m leaving the grocery shopping up to you.  At least until Pam feels better.”

“Leave things up to me, please.  I enjoy them.  I have so little to do around here.”
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“I’m leaving things up to you because I need to be there for her.  There was once

upon a time when you wouldn’t have been so difficult about it.”

“No, I don’t think so.  I’ve always been difficult.”

“You’re probably right.  Please try to get something edible.  I know this sort of

thing is new to you.”

4. Organic banana chips; flash-frozen mahi mahi; a bottle of white wine; 2 lbs bone-

in lamb shanks; soy milk; multi-grain wheat bread; yogurt; a tuft of asparagus;

squash, both yellow and zucchini; cinnamon; a bottle of aspirin; a head of lettuce;

tomatoes on the vine; 3 lbs of russet potatoes; a whole-grain cereal; Hawaiian

coffee; tea.

5. The warm mildewy tinge inside a car after a hard rain.  That same smell hanging

on the towel rack in each of the bathrooms.  (There are too many bathrooms.)  In

the garage too?  Behind the tool bench, a dead bird.  Probably flew in and flapped

around for weeks before finally starving.  No one had heard it.  But you can smell

it now, rotting in the heat, decaying, even more so after you poke it with a stick

and puncture its swollen belly.  The feathers still haven’t lost their color.  You

remove it with the flat end of a shovel.

6. There are two Robs on the street.  Two Robs and a Roy.  One Rob, the one

standing at the bottom of the ladder while you clean out the gutters, wants to talk

about aluminum siding.  He wants to introduce you to his cousin, his brother, his
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great uncle’s carpenter to install them for you.  He wants to loan you his pressure

washer.  He hopes the feeling will be reciprocated.  He asks about your camping

equipment, your various wrench sets and ratchets.  It is the look of a man

delirious with the possibilities.  Bring over the Mrs. anytime, he says, just let me

know before you stop by.  You lower a bucket down to him with a piece of nylon

rope—the edges brimming with a viscous black soup, spilling leaf litter to the

ground—and ask him to empty it.

7. The other Rob wants to sleep with your wife.  This, at least, you are sure of.  You

have caught them together trading recipes at the kitchen counter, Rob with his

elbow propped alongside his middle-aged torso, debating how to properly baste

lamb shanks.  You have seen him, while sucking on a toothpick, point at her

navel, make wide brimming motions with his hands, implement curiously large

gestures to deafen the space between their bodies.  You have seen her smile, even

laugh, and safely smack the top of his shoulders, squeeze his egg-like bicep, tap at

his chest.  And then you think: His advances could actually be working.

8. An unopened toothbrush and toothpaste; a spare pillow from the bed; two clean

pairs of boxer shorts; fresh socks; a stick of roll-on antiperspirant; a razor to shave

in the morning; a barber’s comb; a book on carpentry; an individual serving-size

of peanut M & M’s; dollar bills for the vending machine.
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9. The inevitable: getting sick or living for the ones who do.  In-laws, perhaps.

Hospital coffee, folding metal cots with thin sheets, complete dietary changes.  At

one point, you give up your vigil in the middle of the night.  Still asleep, as you

justify it to yourself later, you drive by your old apartment.  You park the car, you

sit there in the dark, in the parking lot, in the middle of the night.  You rub your

eyes, open the door, and start up the walk before you realize what is happening.

Sleep driving?  You get back behind the wheel and go home to your cul-de-sac

and your wife.

10. Friday nights Roy has poker and karaoke in his garage.  He has leather couches, a

plasma television.  He warms up an old kettle-corn popping machine and fills two

rows of red striped paper bags with salted popcorn.  He stocks the place with

liquors and cold beer.  What other cul-de-sac has a bar, he says.  Who else could

say that? Roy pulls the small chain on the neon light, it hums loudly.  As long as

that light’s on, we’re open, he says.  ‘Louie’s’ the sign reads.  Louie’s? you ask.

Louie is the dog, he says.

11. “If you don’t like going then don’t go.”

“It’s not that.  I don’t mind going.  But the guy takes it like a personal insult if I

tell him I’d rather just stay home.”

“Well it sounds like two boys on the school yard.  Do you want any more of this

salad?  I’m going to throw it out.”
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“We’re not children for godssake.  At least I’m not, I can’t speak for him.  This

whole block is depressing.”

“There are pills for that.”

“There are pills for everything.  Just a little, please, in one of those wooden bowls

your brother gave us for Christmas last year.”

12.  Rob’s cousin visits for the weekend.  Newly wedded to a young banker: they

sleep in the living room, on an inflatable mattress, with two of Rob’s children.

Rob’s cousin secretly considers this good practice for her husband banker.  You

corner him outside one night after drinks.  You have both had too many.  He tells

you he has concerns about his marriage, about the duration of it, about the

children to come and what that means.  He looks to you for solace.  This is as easy

as it gets, you say.  You like this young man, you want to impart some measure of

wisdom to him but you can think of nothing.  Instead: Rob is sleeping with my

wife, you say.

13. Later, you think about what you had told the young banker.  You realize that

might have been a mistake.

14. The confusion is in the Robs.  Rob’s wife believes that he has slept with your

wife.  She heard this from Rob’s cousin, who heard it from her banker husband,

who heard it directly from you.  Your missing tools mysteriously begin turning up

on the front patio.  Your wife tells you something has changed, she has noticed it
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in the neighbors, in you.  Their blinds are drawn, she says, all afternoon.  They

rarely wave anymore.  You bury yourself at work in late nights and early

meetings.  If anything was ever going on, you decide, now would be the right time

for your wife to confess.

15. A 2200 psi pressure washer; 4 metric box wrenches – 8mm, 10mm, 12mm,

16mm; a 2 ton floor jack; a 5lb hammer; a dead-blow hammer; a claw hammer; a

15v portable power drill; some scraps of two-by-fours.  That is just what you can

remember off the top of your head.

16. Your wife has not mentioned the other Rob in months.  He has kept himself out of

the situation entirely.  She does not talk about anyone anymore.  This makes it

worse, you think.  You buy her flowers, a dozen pink roses—if that is any

consolation—but you leave the card blank.  You don’t know what to write.  She

says nothing about the flowers, either.

17. One night at Louie’s.  You wander over, drunk, because you can smell the

popcorn machine and hear it popping.  Must be open, if the lights on, you say.

Someone is singing Stevie Nicks.  Someone else is dancing poorly while mixing a

round of shots.  On the couches: Roy, Rob, the other Rob, along with wives and

children moving about.  The fans are blowing and the plasma screen is showing

highlights from a football game.  You stand next to Rob.  Know a good aluminum

siding guy? you say.  He doesn’t look at you.  Not really, I’d have to ask around,
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he says.  You think of something for a few minutes and walk to the opposite end

of the couch. Have you seen my wife? you say to the other Rob.  He stands up in

your face.  He was an amateur boxer at one time, years ago.  He has a bronze

boxing trophy and a pair of lace-up boxing gloves hanging in his garage.  Roy

grabs you from behind.  Maybe you should go, he says.  You’re drunk.

18. Saturday mornings you take out the recycling.  The red bin for glass, the blue for

plastics and paper.  You pull the trash from the many bathrooms, from the

kitchen, from the bedrooms, and carry it out to the curb.  You wave to the

neighbors, if anyone is around, regardless of whether they wave back.  Roy is

washing his car before the heat hits and the shadow across his driveway moves

out into the street.  Rob is following behind his boy who is riding on a small

electric scooter.  The other Rob will be out later in the afternoon, with his shirt

off, surveying his yard and smoking a cigarette.

19. A sudden, strong desire to gamble or a funny feeling that you've been driving in

your sleep; temporary eyelid-drooping; a black or furry-feeling tongue; a loss of

the sense of taste or smell; turning blue; floppiness; stiffness; difficulty breathing;

complications including irritability or constant crying for those in pregnancy; in

some very odd and very rare cases the complete loss of fingerprints (although, in

most instances, they will reappear after some time); a severe skin reaction,

especially in people allergic to aspirins or wheat germs.
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20. “Pam’s going back in for another few days.  More treatments.  I’m going to stay

with her.”

“She’s your sister, not a child that you need to lead around by the hand.  Let one

of your brothers take her for once.”

“They won’t stay with her for long.  Maybe one day, tops.”

“You’re taking a risk with this, being gone like that.  Don’t ask me to stay

overnight with her again.  If you sign up for this then you can deal with it alone.”

“I wouldn’t expect it any other way.  With any of this.”

21. You remember a thing that happened to you once, at the old apartment, before

you had met your wife.  There was a girl, a neighbor, who washed her clothes in

the kitchen sink, who ate hot dogs and macaroni for dinner, who lived without air

conditioning in the summer months.  I’m saving, she said to you one night, so I

can buy a house.  It’s all I’ve ever wanted.  What do you want? she asked.  The

same, you said.
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Lena’s Porch

Fudlow looked rotten sitting there on Lena’s porch in his pants suit, drinking

stolen whiskey out of that tin cup.  Of course, none of us were much better off.  My

slacks were borrowed from the closet of Bob Wayne’s dead cousin, who had been about

my general weight but nowhere near my general height.  I guess it was fine except my

socks weren’t long enough to avoid showing that band of white leg and hair when I sat

down.  The boys had it bad both ways.  Johnny and Mikey had baby blue leisure suits,

with butterfly collars, that had once belonged to their grandfather; Johnny’s hanging off

like loose skin and Mikey’s barely able to hold on at the button.  I guess we would have

had them swap if we had thought about it.  The smallest, little Jerry, had slacks but no

jacket, just a t-shirt and a pair of suspenders he dug out of the trunk of Fudlow’s brother’s

dead neighbor’s final belongings.  At least Fudlow’s suit was his own, maybe out of date,

but not too bad for an ex ex-insurance man and semi-professional distiller.

By the time Lewis finally showed with the beer, Fudlow was slacks-down pissing

between the rails off the dark end of the porch.  The headlights from Lewis’ truck blinded

all five of us, causing Fudlow to nearly ruin the mole-skin on his black mole-skin dress

shoes.  I’d say it was his own fault for not hearing a 4-ton diesel truck slopping up

through the creek bed, but Lewis had waited until he hit the open field before switching

on his running lights.  Johnny and Mikey thought it was just fine to see Fudlow cursing

so hard while he negotiated getting his slacks done up and not spilling any of the rot gut
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from the tin cup he pinned between his forearm and stomach.  They both laughed the way

you’d expect from a couple of boys, and Fudlow started in cursing at them.  He used

some words they already knew and some they probably didn’t and kept right on until

Lewis got up to the porch with a couple of plastic bags full of beer.  Lewis passed a

handful of cans around, two to me, two to Fudlow, and one for each of the boys,

including little Jerry.  The boys immediately popped their cans and started leaning on the

porch rail, drinking the way they’d seen their fathers.  Little Jerry had to use both hands

to keep his can level and couldn’t reach the top rail with Johnny and Mikey, so he just sat

down right there on the porch boards.  Seemed fitting, keeping things out on Great Aunt

Lena’s porch like that, each of us paying her some kind of silent respects, just like if she

was still living and hushing us from the upstairs window.

Aunt Lena had clothed and fed most all of us at one time or another.  She had

worked on the assembly line making light bulbs for General Electric, and she paid for the

farm right out clean at a time when most folks thought it better for a woman not to be

more than an arm’s length away from the stove.  She worked her own land, offering milk

and eggs and sometimes candies or bottles of soda to anyone willing to come close

enough to ask.  She was the only person I’d ever known to own a brand new Chevrolet.

She’d seen two husbands herself through suicide, on account of whiskey and hard luck.

My father had been called out on one of those occasions to handle the body and break the

news to Lena.  I asked him once how a person could live through something like that a

second time.  He didn’t have much of an answer for me, just said she couldn’t have any

more tears for a man buried in the bottle.  Any man that drinks like that, he said, done
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spent a long time cultivating his taste.  He kept the old L.C. Smith shotgun her husband

Garret had used on himself and passed it on down to me.  I still got it to this day.

There wasn’t more than a word or two said at Lena’s funeral about Garret or

Wilson, her other husband.  A fellow named Clyde showed up and said he loved her until

the day she died, but none of us had ever heard tell of him.  He said they planned on

getting married as soon as his ex-wife died so that he was properly widowed in the eyes

of the church.  Until then, he said, they were keeping it altogether quiet.  Of course, he

never gave her a ring to prove it.  But when it came to her dying, he felt he was entitled to

some piece of her property since he had loved her there to the end.  Fudlow didn’t like

that kind of talk one bit.  He tried to throw a punch at Clyde, but Lewis took hold of him

before he could even get his jacket off.  Fudlow tried the same thing later with the lawyer

when he told us Lena didn’t have a set will and we’d have to prove kinship before

anything came down to us.  Lewis took hold of him like it was his regular way of doing

business and that lawyer kept right on talking.  Her raising us just wasn’t enough, he said.

Lewis was still whispering some sort of blessing while he made the holy sign of

the cross and spat off the porch rail.  We all followed him in the cross and even the boys

said amen like we were all standing in line at a church pew and before long the silence

gathered up around us.  I felt like something had to be said so I repeated what the Filsome

brothers had told me about the Big Rivers lay off.  Fudlow said that kind of talk made

him need another drink.  Lewis said he didn’t think Fudlow needed anything much more

than his head examined.  Fudlow got this little smirk that twitched and said what he

always said, I either need a bottle in front of me or a frontal lobotomy.  We all kind of
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laughed and the boys laughed too, though I doubt they knew much about what for.  They

were just glad to be able to drink those beers, had it long time coming if you asked me.

Lewis had been quiet for a spell, like he had something turning over in his head,

then he leaned across the porch rail and spat again.  He wiped his mouth with the back of

his hand.  What do you think we could get for this place, he said, got to be damn near

thirty grand.  I just looked over at Fudlow.  He was sipping on his tin cup as if he’d

already shook hands on the deal.  I started thinking about what could be done with thirty

grand and about Clyde ending up with a piece of that money and about that lawyer

standing there smoothing over his silked tie and how the state would probably just put

every bit of Lena’s land up at auction and me and Lewis and Fudlow and the boys and

their mother and how that money belonged to use more than anyone else and then my

head started buzzing, maybe from the beer or maybe from all those thoughts.  It was

plenty to think on, but right about then my mind cleared up.

I went over to Lewis’ diesel to get his tire iron and came back and started prying

up those porch boards.  At first Fudlow and Lewis tried to calm me down, but they could

tell that I was serious in what I meant to do and they just left me be.  The boys took to

hooting every time I worked another fresh end loose.  I took up every board I thought I

had ever touched, or any piece that wasn’t rotted out or carved on by one of the others

until my knuckles were cut deep and bloody.  Then I had the boys help me carry it one

board at a time over to the back of the diesel, nails and all.

After we finished, nobody said much for a while.  Fudlow poured what was left of

the rot gut into everybody’s cans.  Lewis brought his own flask, so he kept alternating

between sips of beer and whiskey.  Little Jerry laid flat on his back, red-faced, legs up,
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both thumbs stuck underneath his borrowed suspenders.  He repeated some of the curse

words Fudlow had used earlier.  Johnny and Mikey cursed back, told him to shutup, to

take it back, one after the other, but little Jerry had caught a giggling spell and couldn’t

stop.  I guess somebody should have stepped in before little Jerry hopped up and took off

away from the group.  Johnny and Mikey followed him clear across the corn field and

into the cedar patch.  The rest of us just stayed up on what was left of the porch.

By morning, me and Fudlow and Lewis were mostly hungover and wet with dew

from sleeping on the frame of that porch.  It looked like a twister had come through and

taken every other board or so.  We found little Jerry over in the cedar patch crying, those

nylon suspenders wrapped around him five times over.  I suppose them older two boys

spent quite some time finding a suitable tree to tie him to and probably left him out there

while they gathered up pine cones to throw at him.  I imagine he wished he’d never come

across those suspenders in the trunk of Fudlow’s brother’s dead neighbor’s final

belongings.  The boys’ mother showed up about then, straight off her shift at Alma’s.

We met her back on Lena’s porch.  She had been drinking too, and when she finished the

last of her beers, she took us all down to the spring to get some water.
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An Embassage Mourning the Death of an Iraq War Veteran

Go down to the cemetery.

Get your beach chairs, umbrellas, your scissors to cut flowers.  Take frames for pictures

even though the caretakers will throw them out.  Sunglasses, lotion or tanning oils,

decorations for the holly trees at Christmas.  Make baloney sandwiches to feed the

squirrels.  Set aside whole days for this.  Forget about anniversaries or birthdays. When

you get there, start with a pint of bourbon for the groundskeeper.

And remember.  It’s only the mothers who kiss the tombstones.

Go back to the liquor store.

Get a bottle of vodka, some peppermint shooters.  Shorten your skirt and break two or

three buttons from your blouse.  Drive around in your Oldsmobile for hours.  Find a

techno dance club, an overgrown parking lot surrounded by chain link fence, a highway

overpass with a burn barrel.  Find a place to leave your empty bottles.  Once inside the

club, order drinks with olives that you don’t expect to finish.  Talk the man next to the

speaker into meeting you out back in the alley later, let things go too far.  Afterwards,

take the money he offers you.  Twenty-five dollars?  Reapply your dark red lipstick

before you readjust your stockings.
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Go north to the gun range.

Get a box of custom shells, an extended magazine clip, a more responsive trigger set.

Modify your firing pins.  Zero your scope in at one hundred yards, at forty, at ten.  Steady

your hands even if you jerk with each shot from the adjacent lane.  A thin film collecting

on your plastic safety glasses, yellow bits of foam expanding in your ear drums, a

common misfire.   Post up a fresh target or mark each of the counted bullet holes with a

felt-tipped pen.  Be alarmed when a shell hitting sand is nothing like the sound of steel

scattering against concrete.

Go around to the back porch.

Get a wool hat or some suede boots lined with rabbit fur.  It won’t feel like it ever has

before.  Fingers like caterpillars on the brass door ring, a tingle in their warm little hands

on the cold metal in the tail-end of winter.  Remember the sledding accident and the scab

you showed to your best friend Mike in the last row of Mrs. Gist’s European history

class?  It might as well have been 37 years ago.  The teetering cord of smoke above the

chimney, a pile of blackened snow against the roadway, some lost hats and mittens.

Knock again.

At this hour, you could always hear a baby crying.

Go towards downtown early.

Catch the city bus to work.  Gum stuck to the bench and on poles at the bus station, a

leaky roof, only a heating bulb to cut the wind.  Pay the $1.35 to get to Bartlett Street or

pretend you don’t have change for a five.  Expect the seat upholstery to smell like urine
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and the floor to be sticky.  Be surprised when it doesn’t feel like a city-bus stereotype.

More like warming cabbage soup on your mother’s propane stove.

Go west to the local pharmacy.

Get your prescriptions filled.  While you wait, browse the aisles for beach chairs and

medicated foot pads.  Consider emergency birth control, tablet antacids, those vials of

liquefied nitrogen capable of removing warts.  Drop off the film your mother wanted you

to develop, even though you’re sure you’ll lose the claim tab.  Pay for your items at the

back counter with the pharmacist, behind the woman who is counting out pennies before

she breaks into the dimes.
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the fire, the man, the hat, the boy

Seventy-four degrees.  The ink was dry.  The paper, lined.  The car moved.  A rope.  Or a

boy thinking about a rope.  The sun inside the car.  Cloth upholstery.  Tinted windows.

The dog retched.  The car stopped.

The gravel.  The concrete.  The patches of grass.  The dog retched.  A ticker-ticker.

Something melon.  A melon’s husk, some garbage.  The ding of the open door.  The

seatbelt reminder.  The car stopped.  Seventy-four degrees.

Case in point: the boy wiped his feet.

The sun inside the car.  The air conditioning vent.  The dog.  Tinted windows.

Something melon.  A talk radio station.  A stick of deodorant.  Chewing gum. The paper,

lined.

The ink was dry.  Cloth upholstery.  A rope.  A black rosary.   The car moved.  Seventy-

four degrees.  A melon’s husk, some garbage.  A ticker-ticker.
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A detour.  A ticker-ticker.  Or a boy thinking about a rope.  Tinted windows.  The dog.

The dog retched.  The gravel.  The seatbelt reminder.  The paper, lined.  The ding of the

open door.

Something melon.  The car stopped.  The patches of grass.  The dog.   A melon’s husk,

some garbage.  The paper, lined.  Seventy-four degrees.  A rope.  Or a boy thinking about

a rope.  The dog retched. The concrete.

By the wayside, a man and woman fled from an apartment fire.

A black rosary.  Tinted windows.  The ding of the open door.  The air conditioning vent.

The car moved.  The sun inside the car.  A ticker-ticker.  A talk radio station.  Cloth

upholstery.

A melon’s husk, some garbage.  The ink was dry.  A rope.  A brown hat.  A stick of

deodorant.  Chewing gum.  Seventy-four degrees.  The car stopped.  The dog retched.

A rope: or a boy thinking about a woman fleeing from an apartment fire.

A ticker-ticker.  A damp blouse.  The concrete, cold.  The paper, lined.  The dark smoke.

A black rosary.  A rope.  Seventy-four degrees.
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Her thighs.  A ticker-ticker.  A rope.  Pantyhose.  The friction.  Something melon.  A

brown hat.

The patches of grass, the gravel, the concrete, the car, the dog, the boy, the man, the

ticker-ticker, the dark smoke.

A sound of swooshing.
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The Unmistakable Jumpshot of Gibby Welch

She waited.  A pair of pigtails or hair ties.  The iron.  Curls, for one.  Brit asked her

mother if she could stand and wait at the end of the driveway, if she kept her hand flat on

the mailbox, if that would be okay.  An unashed cigarette, some conditioning cream, the

sound of cabinet doors.  A ribbon around her little waist.  It would be better, her mother

said, if you hadn't asked.

Of the three or more boys left: soiled jerseys, skins without hair, a thinly-muscled chatter.

Miles led the others to a corner locker, his hair still wet.  A silver charm hanging on the

hook.  He dug around for Gibby's game shoes.  Coach hears about this and he'll pop, said

Tad—one of the other boys.  Another:  You know, you'll probably skunk a shot one of

these days too.  Miles took a severed pig's foot from his duffel and slipped it into the heel

of Gibby's left tennis shoe.  Gibby's the same as any of the rest of us, said Miles.

Somebody's got to give him his.  He pushed it down to the shank and pulled the tongue

tightly over the hoof.  Already, a stench.  The butcher's wax paper, curled on the bench,

nearly pink.
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Harry turned the engine over on his Chevy truck, slightly working the gas pedal to bring

up the idle speed.  Let it get warm, he thought.  There were questions to be asked,

considerations.  The certainty of possibilities: painting another house on Monday, a new

canvas rolling stick, sandwiches for lunch.  A week’s pay folded into a rectangle and

pushed into the corner of a cigarette pack.  Harry clicked on his headlights.  He thought

about it.  A separate twenty dollars for beers at the King Charles.

Deanie left a leave-in conditioning cream to set.  She lit a cigarette.  A wicker-back chair

on the linoleum.  The kitchen.  She put her feet up.  Her daughter, dressed.  If he arrives

soon she could cover her hair with plastic, she thought.  Otherwise, a call could be made.

Otherwise, this week’s earnings were already gone.  Her palm on top of the refrigerator, a

box of kitchen matches.

Miles handed a small rectangular towel to Tad.  Tad circled it around his forehead,

flossed it angularly across the lobes of his ears, passed it down the bench to another.  The

sweat, the crowd, the humidity pressing against the room. Miles wiped some grime from

the bottom of his tennis shoes, small bits of gravel gathering in the ridges of his curled

fingers.  Meanwhile: Coach kept his eyes on the action of the court, his attention, his

shoulders raising and lowering in the same pitch as the five boys pushing their defenders

on the paint.  Get the ball to Gibby, said Coach.  He locked his shoulders around his neck,

his hair shook.  Get it to our damned shooter, he screamed.
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Brit pressed, sulked.  She foundered.  She twisted herself almost completely out of her

dress. The rocks?  What about my rocks? Can I? She asked her mother.  A mild

commotion.  A catching of breath.  Jesus Brit, if you'll sit still.  You can play with your

rocks if you just stay on the damn porch, Deanie said.  Stay on that porch or I'll skin you

alive.   Deanie gave her daughter the hammer from under the sink basin.  The wood of the

handle, warm. The chain above the door, rusted, tapping against the screen.  The

momentum.  Brit smashed the smooth rocks from the driveway on the concrete porch.

The way her head bobbed with each swing.  The friction.  The sound of the hammer,

singing.

Harry ordered a beer, a whiskey.  The game started yet, he asked.  He took out his

cigarettes and fingered the small rectangle of money, separating two more bills from the

rest.   The firm tap of glass against the bar, a hiss from a soda nozzle, a woman sitting

next to him.  I’ve got to see what kind of numbers Gibby’s putting up, he said.  The

woman touched the rim of her glass, a warm and sticky film, a brown sugary liquid.  A

thin moment of quiet.  The television.  An inch taller and my boy’d be the one

everybody’s talking about, Harry said.  She smiled.  He drank his beer and thought about

the woman’s waist.

Nightfall and Brit, still counting the headlights coming over the hill.  Still a ribbon

around her little waist.  Still Pigtails.  Her mother swallowed another aspirin tablet, then

emptied the ash tray into the sink.  A plastic clank or rushing water, intermittently.  The
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sounds of cricket legs in the night, of toads.  A screened window.  The next one will be

him, Brit said, the very next one.  Somewhere else: the fading horn of a passing

automobile.  Deanie quietly untied the ribbons in her daughter’s hair.

The boys huddled.  Another kind of humidity in the locker room.  The coach, one leg

propped up on the bench, his knee bent.  He spit right there on the floor, inappropriately.

It stinks in here, he said.  Every last one of you stinks.  And you know why?  It ain’t just

the lousy way you sissies act out on the court.  It’s in here.  Every bit of it, he said.  I find

another goddamned pig foot in the locker room and I’ll murder the sonofabitch who put it

here.

Harry flipped through the keys on his key ring, tried several in the door lock of his

Chevy.  He huffed.  Once inside, he adjusted the radio dial.  He popped the clutch.

Vibrations from the engine, a clanging of exhaust metal, a rattling heat shield.  Harry

thought he smelled too much like booze.  He lit a cigarette, cranked the window handle.

He swallowed.  Harry drove his Chevy down Fields Road.  The familiar hum of the

asphalt.  His foot avoiding the brake, his headlights off.  The night, thick.

Gibby Welch called for the ball, positioned his arms at an obtuse angle, pivoted.  He shot

for three’s, for two’s, he rebounded the ball, he passed.  He evened the score.  He raised it

by seven.  Miles stood and cheered.  He warmed his calves.  A whistle, a ball against the

wood grain of the floor, a directional chirping of rubber.  If the lead was large enough,
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Gibby Welch would take a seat on the bench, Couch would pound his fist against his

open palm, praise how Gibby moves, the way he manages the ball.  The final two

minutes of the game.

Shouts.  Or shouting.  The sharp movement of doors.  The smell of new smoke, a

complicated odor.  The smell of yeast rising.  Harry waffled in the living room, stamped

his boots on the linoleum floor.  There isn’t a thing to eat in this house, Deanie said to

him, your daughter’s been waiting for hours.  Harry ignored his wife.  Opened the

cabinets.  There never is, he said.  Nothing to eat, nothing to drink.  Not much to come

home to, is it?  He could hardly stand.  Still, he carried Brit from her bed and put her in

the cab the truck.  I promised my daughter a ride, he said.  Her mother right there with

her, telling her she’d be alright, not to worry, that everything would be okay.

The green electric tint of the radio dial.  Set to AM, she thought.  A gravel parking lot, a

man huffing by.  There was music too, the slap of a door and doorframe, two men

smoking.  Her daughter’s head buried in her chest.  She thought:  If this is what he

wanted.  If this was as far as he would take them.  If this is what he chooses.   She

stopped thinking and listened to Gibby Welch score another basket on the radio.

Miles slipped out of his warm-up jacket.  A buzzer.  A moment on the sidelines, an

anticipation, an available shot.  A rigamarole.  An absence of everything that mattered.

He considered his father.  He considered the thinning crowd, their shuffling movements
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along the bleachers, their backs.  He took the shot anyway.  The rim, the floor, a ball

bouncing past the foul line.  For those that left: nothing.  For those that stayed: a kind of

knowing.

The coach called Miles into his office.  Sit down son, he said.  He moved to the corner of

his desk, looked at the boy’s face, paused.  The hum of the electric lights.  A moment.

He motioned with his right knuckle and delivered a wooden backhand to the boy’s

cheekbone.  The ring on his finger, the sound much like throwing someone from a chair,

a dark quiet.  And then: now you go on home.  Tell your lousy father where you got that.

Tell him if he wants one too, come on down and see me.

His wife and daughter asleep against the passenger window.  Harry knocked.  The

warmth of a closed cab, the gentle fogging at the edge of the windows.  I’m sorry, he

said, let’s go home.  He handed his wife the money he had left.  She scooted over to the

driver’s seat and started the engine.  Harry held his daughter in his arms.  The way you do

that, his wife said.  The way you hold on to her.

A news reel.  A pass to an open man, across the court.  A shot, for one.  A kind of

rebound.  The dribbling.  Gibby Welch shot from inches inside half court.  The buzzer.

The heat on the open court, the slap on the ass from a teammate, the crowd.  Gibby

Welch.  Gibby Welch.  Gibby Welch.  According to the positioning of the body, the

clarity diminished.  Harry adjusted the antennae again.  He squeezed and released, rubbed
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his fingers together to amplify their potency.  Static, and in some ways, color.  Volume if

nothing else.   He opened a beer, pulled Deanie into his lap, concentrated.  This: This was

Gibby Welch, playing basketball the way God intended.

Tad waited for Miles outside the gymnasium.  He threw rocks at the brick wall, he

counted each one, covered their red faces with a white chalky residue.  He sat on the

curb.  Eventually: Miles opened the steel door to the side parking lot.  Where you been,

asked Tad.  I’ve been out here all night.  Forget about it, said Miles, I don’t feel like

doing anything else right now.  He zipped his jacket, shoved his hands in the pockets.

We should be celebrating, said Tad.  Yeah, said Miles.  I’ll catch up.  The crickets again.

The toads, every night.  A throbbing sensation.  Miles left the gymnasium parking lot and

walked the rest of the way home in the dark.  The smell of cigarettes, of conditioning

cream.  His father on the couch with his mother.  His sister asleep.  His face.  Gibby

Welch on the television.  The scene he remembered, flickering, spinning, like a length of

time turning on the reel of a Super-8.
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First, with the Palms

Her hands zip-tied around the back of her chair.  She remembers the sound of the

zip, those rapid clicks, the way the plastic first pinched her flesh.  She winces, taking

quick shallow breaths inside the sandbag around her head.  The air is hot.  Her body,

scalding.  She thinks she has stopped sweating.  She hears feet, men’s voices.  She is

disoriented.  When the sandbag is removed and her vision adjusts: a length of electrical

cord as tall as the ceiling.  Her hands, cut free and held facing up on her knee.  Three men

in the room, but the fourth, the man who enters last says nothing.  It is him with the cord.

He is the one who raises it in his hand and brings it down against the skin of her palm.  It

stings, she thinks.  And then it comes rushing in, after the sting.  A pain that she has

never felt before, a kind of heat.  She screams.  Her body leaves, goes somewhere else.

It could have been the same heat she once felt on her palms flat against the truck

of her mother's car.  Her mother next to her, pulling a black ankle-length skirt up over her

denim shorts, buttoning a darker sweater over her own white sleeveless tank, digging

around for her black pumps and wide-brim hat.

“Here, try this,” her mother says to her.  It is the darkly purple cardigan her aunt

had given her for Christmas.  Against the black of her own skirt she feels like a bruise.

It is embarrassing for her to think of her mother as such an avid funeral-goer that she

could be ready at a moment’s notice with attire for not only one body, but two.  She
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thinks there are better things her mother could prepare for: weddings, bar mitzvahs,

baptisms.

“Are you listening?” he says.  “I will not tolerate a failure to cooperate.”

One of the four men opens the fingers of her opposite hand.

"Think before you answer this time," he finally says.

There are no questions asked.

At night, or during the day.  She doesn’t know because she hasn’t slept.  She

hasn’t eaten.  She is aware of the concrete floor when two men enter the room.

“This her?  She looks like a piece of work,” one of the men says.

He is carrying a Louisville slugger.  He lets the top of the bat slide down between

his fingers and tap on the concrete floor.

“Should we fuck her or smoke her?” the other man says.

They are both smoking cigarettes now and she pretends to already be dead.  Face

down on the concrete, her hair fanning out around her face and over her eyes.

“What’s your name?” the first man says.  He touches her with the end of the

baseball bat.

The man squats beside her.  He is unwashed, she can smell his boots, his sweat.

"What is it?" he asks.  “Nevermind,” he says, “I can give you a name.”

“No,” she whispers.  She is crying, although there are no tears.
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One of the men picks her up.  He zip-ties her hands behind her, attaches her to an

exposed pipe.  He unbuttons her pants and pulls them down to her ankles.  He kicks them

against the wall.

“You’ve killed some of my friends.  We are here because of you,” he says.  He

leans into her face.  She does not know what he is doing.  She closes her eyes.

Both of the men quickly leave.

She is cold again.  She can feel her own weight against her shoulders.  Her

muscles tight.  Her palms.  She is shivering and hungry.  It is difficult to breath in this

position.  Even more difficult to sleep.  She rises to the tips of her toes.

For a minute, she is leaning over her desk in secondary school.  She is learning

her Dolch words.  She is repeating them: “Up soon them us start fire table, yellow they

walk wash together flower top, three say stop these show farmer stick.”  She remembers

the words and for a minute she is standing in front of the class.  “Start fire table, soon

yellow wash, together three say, stick fire table, show yellow up, walk stop up, them

wash stick.”  She whispers them faster.  She reads them from the page.  “Say wash

farmer, sss.”  She pauses at a word that is foreign to her.  She stumbles.  A boy in the

front row laughs at her, loudly, uncontrollably.  “Squirrel stupid,” says the boy, “you’re a

dummy.”  The teacher pulls him out into the hallway, but she has already heard the

words, she believes in them, they have already taken purchase.

Pressing harder on her toes, she is no longer standing on the concrete.  Her

shoulders, the weight pressing against her bones.
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Then with the feet.  Her palms still burning, but this time she is barefoot in the

chair.  The three men are back.  They are waiting on the fourth.  One man offers her a sip

of water, he feeds her a cracker.

“Tell us the truth today,” he says.  “It will be easier for everyone.”  The cracker

has made her mouth too dry to even swallow.

When the fourth man enters he is carrying a rectangular pan wrapped in

aluminum foil.  He places it on the floor next to her feet.

“Have you ever been to Vermont?” he asks.

“No,” she says.  She shakes her head.  “Never.”

The man looks at her.  He scratches his face.

“Has your father ever given you information which you have taken with you to

the Eastern seaboard?” the man asks.

She swabs her mouth with her tongue, trying to get the rest of the cracker down.

She is crying again.   But she is able to speak.  “I never knew my father,” she says.

“Listen carefully,” the man says.  He pulls the aluminum foil away the top of the

pan.  It is full of charcoals.  He lights them with a match.  He raises her knees in the air

and positions the pan underneath her feet.  The flames rise at first, but slowly die down to

a solder.  She holds her knees.

“Listen to me,” the man says, “I want you to tell me the truth.”

It isn’t long before her muscles shake.  Before her knees become heavier than the

bodies of all of the men in the room.  Her legs begin to drop.  “Please,” she says.  “I don’t

know anything you’re talking about.  I shouldn’t be here.”
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The men did not move.  Her muscles relax, collapse.  Her feet touch the

charcoals.  There is a smell.  She is aware of the heat, but unable to move.  She passes

out.

She awakes with the two men from before.  Her feet wrapped, but still sore.  Her

hands zip-tied to the exposed pipe.  Her body leaning forward.  Her own weight against

her joints, stretching.  At least she cannot feel the cold floor through the bandages.  She is

freezing.  She is still stripped to her panties.  The men are smoking.

One of them walks up to her.  Scoots his boots up against her bandages.  His

cigarette, almost touching her face.  He squeezes her breasts.  She feels the pressure, but

it is like feeling it through someone else.  Another body.  He releases her.

“You’d need a bath and a shave,” he whispers into her ear, “before I’d ever

consider touching you.”

The other begins walking small circles in the center of the room.  He is dragging a

baseball bat, using it to steer his path.   “We found some of your friendlies today,” he

says.  “They were shooting at us.  So we holed the fuckers up and shot dead five or six of

them.  Brought the rest of them back here.  Now you’ll have someone to play with.”

The bat scrapes along the concrete floor.  It scrapes and she puts herself away.

She is back with her mother at a funeral, wearing a black dress three sizes too

large.  They are visiting the body of a girl her mother says she knows.  The girl was in an

auto accident, even younger than her.  “It’s so sad,” her mother says, “when such a young

life is wasted.  I want you to remember that.  Think about her every morning while you

eat your breakfast.  While you brush your hair.”
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She tries to remember the girl’s face, how the coffin framed her torso, but she

cannot.  She thinks about the flowers that were there, woven into the vine wreaths and

lacquered.  She thinks about the closeness of her mother, standing next to her, crying.

The three men stand idly about.  Each is like the other.  Pacing, waiting.  She is in

the chair, her hands behind her.  She does not speak unless asked.  She is given nothing

for the pain in her feet.  The dirty bandages.  Her palms.  The bones in her shoulders,

neck.  She sits in the chair and is aware of sensation, but not near it.

She is waiting for the fourth man.

When he arrives he brings a sheet of plywood.  He lets the opposite end touch the

floor.  One of the others runs out the door and shuffles back in with a bucket of water.  A

second has a regular bath towel.  The fourth man moves as if he is carrying her weight.

He stops directly in front of her.

“Have you ever thought about what it would be like to drown?”

She shakes her head, but doesn’t speak.

“Listen,” he says.  “Think about it for a minute.”

She thinks about floating in water, weightless.  She thinks how a coffin would

sink straight down, but she—she would move effortlessly.  Protected.  Safe.  A warmness

like she has never felt.  She wants to find a pool, a lake.  She wants to swim down below

to where the warmth of the sun cannot reach.  She wants to cross the threshold to where

the fish gather to feed, where the coldness numbs.  It is the only thing she can remember

feeling.  The cold water down there, wrapped around her like her father’s arms.

“Now listen.  Have you ever been to Vermont?” the fourth man asks.
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She says she has.
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Why I Write

When I was younger I never wanted much to do with books.  Not that I didn't

enjoy thumbing through a National Geographic or sneaking an occasional glance at the

Curiosities of Medicine Encyclopedia.  I remember my mother taking me to the public

library—along with my four other siblings—as a kind of distraction from the reality of

raising four hungry boys and one excessively rebellious young lady.  Of course we went

to the museum as well, because my mother couldn't keep the younger ones quiet for any

considerable length of time at the library alone, and those were the only two places to go

that didn't cost anything.  The museum wasn't like most museums you think of today.

There wasn't a zoo around, so when someone caught an exotic type of snake or some

small strange-looking rodent or insect, it ended up down at the museum.  It probably had

more live cages with reptiles than actual exhibits.  In fact, as I remember it, the only thing

they had besides aquariums full of creatures was two large metal dishes with a diameter

greater than my arms outspread, separated by about twenty-five feet so that you could

whisper into one and hear it on the other side.  You could also stand someone in between

them and they couldn't hear what you said into the dish, but there the person on the other

side would be giving you the thumbs up.  If we were lucky we would catch Joe Ford

giving a talk, or handling the snakes and lizards outside of their cages and wrapping them

around our eager little arms and necks.  He was a local hero, a professional naturalist, and

knew more about animals and plants than anyone else in town.  He famously did
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something, though what it was I never knew.  I've looked him up since then (he's long

been dead), but found only listings of a couple of local college libraries named after him.

But the point is, because of Joe Ford and all those trips to the museum, I wanted nothing

more than to become a herpetologist.

I still think about that even now, two decades later, as I weigh the variables of the

writerly life and once again consider why it is I do this.  Why do I write?

It wasn't until my junior year of college that I considered the real possibilities of

writing.  I had taken a creative writing class with Gurney Norman, who was an ex-

alcoholic weekly newspaper editor and local author.  He believed in the creative potency

of the Appalachian region and somehow made writing little stories seem supremely

important.  It was something apart from the blue-collar reckonings I had gotten at home.

Two weeks into class I knew I wanted to be writer.   Before the end of the semester, I

switched my major from engineering to journalism.

Still, when I went home for holidays I was eyed suspiciously.  Writing wasn’t

something taken very seriously in my family.  It wasn't really working.  It wasn't even

real.  One brother was an engineer, another a mechanic, and the other an athlete.  Those

were honest-to-God occupations.  My father had hoped I would become a mechanic or

move back home after college and get a factory or mining job.

The more I thought about my decision the more sense it made.  I signed up for the

next creative writing class with Crystal Wilkinson in hopes of recreating the experience I

had with Norman.  Wilkinson was younger, hipper, and much more active.  She

encouraged me to get involved with writing, to explore the culture of writing, to

experiment.  She turned me on to the Affrilachian poets, who often appeared at some of
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the local underground ‘literary’ spots to read or compose poetry.  They were always

creating art and searching for new mediums to express whatever it was down deep that

kept them going.  If anyone had ever had a solid constitution about the fundamental draw

of writing, they did.  I wanted to make up stories and write like them.  I had the bug bad.

By the time I graduated college with a degree in journalism I sill didn't know

whether I was a writer.  I mean, I knew that I wrote stories.  But I had the sneaking

suspicion that I was probably an accountant or a school bus repairman in real life.  I

ended up, still to my father’s dismay, taking a job processing loans at a bank.  It was

during this time that I really re-assessed my life.  I made a list of reasons of why I was a

writer and not a banker and, more than any other argument I could fathom, this is why I

still write today:

1.  At some point during fourth or fifth grade, I wrote a novella almost exactly

copying the plot of Let the Circle Be Unbroken.  We had read the book in class,

but I couldn't tell you now who wrote it or what it was about.  About that time our

teacher announced a book contest offering publication for anyone willing to write

an original manuscript.  I remember staying up all night typing it out on our

typewriter (which was missing the letters r, t, and a few others) and then pasting it

onto a cardboard cover.  I waited excitedly every day, until four weeks later when

I asked my teacher if she had heard back from the contest and she told me she had

forgotten to submit my book.

2.   In middle school I began co-writing a novella with my best friend about a spy

named Patrick Anansky who was trained to kill invading Russians.  It was called
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The Arizona Project and set in modern times (well after the Cold War).  My

friend lived on a working farm and we used to discuss plot points while doing

chores or feeding the goats and horses.  I still have it in a drawer at my desk,

ready to finish the first (and only) serial installment.  I later worked with that

same friend on a comic book called The Witchdoctors about a small collective of

actual witchdoctors trying to save the earth from an invading spiritual force from

their home base in Hawaii.

3.  In high school I started a writing club.  And not just to get out of class during

club day.

I had three reasons.  Three reasons good enough to quit my job and pursue an

MFA.  Looking back, I realized how fully tethered I have always been to the act of

writing.  It has always walked right there with me, a shadow.  Mostly I had never paid

much attention.  I thought that maybe I really did want to have something to do with

books after all.  I thought that maybe I'd like to participate in that inexplicable world of

words.  Now, at the end of my MFA, I think there might be other reasons too.  I think I

might like to inspire other writers and artists.  I think I might like to leave behind

something that registers proof of my existence on this planet.  I think that maybe I might

write to recreate, even if it's just for an hour, all of those Saturday afternoons I spent with

my best friend Mike trying to talk Patrick Anansky out of the trouble he seemed to

always find himself in.
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Reflections

I surprised myself in coming to Florida for an MFA.  For starters, I never

imagined leaving Kentucky at all, much less to relocate to a place where you have to pay

to get into a nature park.  I think that the initial culture shock and the sheer number of

physical bodies existing in such close proximity took some time for me to acclimate to

and, in many ways, has greatly affected my writing.  There's an old saying about how if

you only have a hammer, every problem looks like a nail.  That's how I felt about being

in Kentucky: from there, all of the approaches I took to my stories looked the same.

They gravitated towards a single collective—a similar context—employing similar

characters in similar situations.  Most of them were autobiographical and even the names

usually stayed the same.  But living in South Florida gave me a fresh slant on some of my

own ways of thinking, and a lot of those stories grew bigger than just the towns of

Kentucky.  I would say that more than anything else, the drafting of my thesis has been

heavily influenced by my sense of place and where exactly I consider my home.  It wasn't

until I settled here that I felt like I owed something to those writers back north who had

inspired me.  Almost as if I needed to write in a way they would approve of, something I

could envision them reading on their respective porches on a summer afternoon.  But I

needed to do so in a voice that belonged to me, a voice I could call my own.

My first attempt of a reasonable thesis draft included a collection of inter-

connected flash fiction pieces all from the semi-fictional town of Shake Rag.  They
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centered around brief moments in the daily lives of regular working-class families.  I

wanted to examine the subtle, and sometimes not so subtle, dynamics among such

families engaged in common labor.  "The Sledge" would probably be the best example of

exactly what I hoped for the entire collection (though many of the others I might

categorize as miserable failures).   Originally, it was less than two hundred words, a stark

and skeletal vision of a boy watching his father skin a deer.  As I began to revise the

story, I found myself unable to tweak the text beyond what it already was.  This is often

the precipice I find myself with short fiction—at some point the text cannot be pared

down any further without losing its toehold as a functioning story.  Eventually, I

conceded that the starkness of the piece had interfered with the relationship of the boy

and his father (perhaps not yet complex enough to 'leave to the imagination') and doubled

the word count in a later draft.  It has been expanding ever since.

I want to spend a few brief moments discussing (or championing) the merits of

economy in writing.  One of the greatest marks of a good journalist is knowing where and

when to cut.  As any hard-nosed reporter will tell you, fluff will inevitably kill a story.  I

think that carries over into fiction.  Your reader is trusting you not to spew ancillary

information unnecessary to the development of the story.  That implicit trust between

author and reader is what delivers the momentum to get to an ultimate moment of clarity.

I would argue, then, what is left out can be more important than what is left in.  The gaps

in description or scene or even dialogue presses the reader to imaginatively explore those

absences; in many cases the reader will draw conclusions about the characters based on

the parts of them they have not seen.  I think of it much like the decision a writer makes

between the use of exposition and the use of scene, another option that asks what should
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be withheld from the reader.  For a creative writer, the distillation of a piece into a pure

form (minus any excess sentences) is what creates the depth and complexity of character

and character action—a balancing act between the known and unknown.

This is not a new concept to the literary community.  Some stories just seem to

comfortably exist in shorter forms—Jamaica Kincaid’s “Girl” or John Cheever’s

“Reunion,” for example.  It would be difficult to say that in “Reunion,” even though there

are no details of Charlie’s past, the reader doesn’t get a sense of exactly what it was like

for him with his father.  Or in “Girl,” that the reader doesn’t have an idea of how that

young woman looks physically, even though she is never described.  It stands to reason,

then, that the length of a story is in no way a measure of the fullness of a story.  What

determines length?  In my own writing, I leave that up to the story (something you will

know, I think, when you can honestly answer what want your story to accomplish).  This

means that even though many of my stories are still growing, I feel that others are in the

process of shrinking.  Take “Lena’s Porch,” which lost almost two pages as it appears

here in my thesis because I realized the story was about the porch and not about the

narrator or his ex-wife or his lost child.  It was about the meaning of that particular spot.

Once I knew that, the story began to settle into its own length.

In writing the short story "The Nickel," I knew from the beginning what I wanted

to accomplish: an homage to Gurney Norman's Wilgus stories, specifically "Fat Monroe."

By employing the familiar relationship between Fat Monroe and a hitchhiker boy, I

attempted to reconstruct the thematic contrast between the wiles of an old man and the

complete innocence of youth.  Norman writes in a very basic, very clean manner:
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Wilgus' father looked strange without a shirt on.  It was strange to see him in the

daytime without coal dust on his face.  He was clean and shaved, and he'd got a

haircut somewhere that day.  His father looked so different that in some ways

Wilgus didn't recognize him.  The light refracting off the windshield seemed to

curve him.  It even made his words, his voice, sound curved. (9)

What impresses me most is the way Norman eases the reader into the imagery of a curved

or distorted vision of the boy's father and the way light could affect the sound of the

father's voice.  The compression of the visual into the auditory is so simple and yet so

surprising.  I echo this sense of transmutation in my own story when Carl Ray is looking

through the spherical glass of a fish bowl and sees a distorted image of a pack of

cigarettes—though subtle, the reference is meant to establish the heavy-handed

influences of tobacco on the region, which has arguably done much more harm than

good.

The other thing I learned from writing "The Nickel" is to not take my writing so

seriously (i.e. that serious themes can occur in humorous situations).  I have a line written

on my desk that keeps me centered on the true unpredictable nature of writing.  It comes

from one of my peer's papers in an introductory freshman English class and could very

well be simultaneously one of the most horrific similes I've ever come across and one of

the best.  It reads: "I waited and waited like a hidden log in the forest just waiting to be

found."  I have no idea why a hidden log in the forest waits to be found, but there is a

certain comedic quality in the timing of the line, specifically in the repetition and

variation of wait.  One of my later stories, "A Biography of Abraham Lincoln from

Memory following Halloween Night 1996," took a rather unexpected turn thanks to the
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hidden log in the forest line.  Originally, the narrator was a young woman recounting the

events of her own rape by a man dressed in an Abraham Lincoln costume.  But in that

context, the story felt pushed and pressed into an unsettling and unsatisfying plot.  Later,

after spending days searching for how this woman could tell her story, I stumbled across

the hidden log line, and realized the woman was too serious of a narrator.  The story

wasn’t her story at all.  Instead, she became a young a boy experiencing his own kind of

bildungsroman as he attempts to retrieve his stolen bike from a costumed Lincoln.

But, I think, humor can also exist on another plane entirely, apart from the variety

of humor you would physically laugh at.  There is another space where the desperateness

in the words, the desolation under the text, is so strong that the only real response could

be a laugh.  It usually comes when there’s nothing left for a character to hold onto except

the pity they feel for themselves.  Breece Pancake does this in "The Salvation of Me":

Chester was smarter than any shithouse mouse because Chester got out before the

shit began to fall.  But Chester had two problems: number one, he became a

success, and number two, he came back.  These are not your average American

problems like drinking, doping, fucking, or being fucked, because Rock Camp,

West Virginia, is not your average problem maker, nor is it your average hillbilly

town. (133)

What I mean about the humor here is that it sets an ominous tone that straddles

the seam of the narrator’s interior/exterior matrix.  Pancake’s narrator outwardly enlists a

cynical and humorous voice to describe the way of life in Rock Camp.  Inwardly,

however, a tone of utter destitution is apparent.  I feel this undercurrent carries through

many of the pieces in my thesis.
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"The Great Regurgitator," though admittedly operating on a light-hearted level,

attempts to engage the language of narrative in an aggressive and excessive manner.  I

first drafted the story during a Ron Carlson workshop for a 'ticking clock' writing

exercise.  My time constraint revolved around the imprisonment of two characters in a

coat closet as a means of personal revenge for the protagonist.  It was the type of story

that just crawled onto the page.  The kind of energy I hoped to approach in its drafting

was largely influenced by textual intensity of Hubert Selby, Jr.'s Last Exit to Brooklyn.

He writes:

But he was thrown in the center anyway and Tony waited and hooked him hard in

the ribs and the game continued for another 5 minutes or so and Harry was still in

the center, panting and almost on his knees and they were rapping him pretty

much as they pleased, but they got bored and the game broke up and they went

back in the Greeks, Harry still bent and panting, the others laughing, and went to

the lavatory to wash. (13)

This moment shows one of the shorter runs Selby makes in terms of a forceful

momentum (and completely misses the interesting things he does with dialogue), but the

density and pacing of the prose is clearly visible.  I found that by elongating the sentences

in my own story to the length of space necessary to cover the narrator's natural pauses, I

could better control the effect of individual scenes on the reader.  For instance, by using

periods more or less frequently I could pinpoint where the reader should 'reset' within the

movement of the plot—a device in Regurgitator which relies heavily on the near absence

(relatively speaking) of end punctuation.
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In "the fire, the man, the hat, the boy," I intentionally toyed with another kind of

absence in narrative by straying away from conventional expectations of story.  I wanted

a repetition of images to construct a moving plot and to change their own meaning in

relation to the pairings.  I wanted a discontinuity in the narrative impulse that would still

be able to sustain the reader.   For me, this piece achieves this by operating between two

edges, one side harboring the traditions of plot and the other completely blank.  Roland

Barthes describes this type of seam, this act of subversion, as “the dissolve [sic] which

seizes the subject in the midst of bliss” (7).  In short, the dissolve of “the fire, the man,

the hat, the boy” is a story imitating a story in a “radically ambiguous” fashion (9).  This

perversion of narration suggests an eroticism in its own textual performance on the

page—in that eroticism, the pleasure of the story is sustained.

Language has also been immensely influential in how I go about writing.  The

sound, the rhythm, the cadence of language.  I would like to say that this comes from a

thorough study of poetry, but the reality is that my experience with that genre is limited

to a single graduate class.  I have a great respect for those who can write poetry well and

if I could go back and do it all over again I would very much like to be a poet.  In “4.

Fetish Fog for Eva Hesse,” Martha Ronk writes:

I can't figure out how to figure out how to do it.

I figure it'll take a lifetime of complete misery.

Yet she threads a cord through a bit of hosing and it seems

a plausible answer to the questions. (33)

The implications behind the image of the piece of cord and the hosing is both dangerous

and suggestive towards the rest of the poem’s ultimate goal.  I think a language-driven

piece can only really begin, in terms of drafting, with a sensory image.  In that way, the
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construction of such a piece is very similar to the end-results of a poem—one has ended

where the other begins.

The moment I felt like I had a real breakthrough in how I manipulated the

language in my stories was during an experimental fiction class.  In the spirit of the class,

I approached one of my peers with the idea of co-authoring a short piece.  The process

was to trade off and write until "something happened."  I discovered that in sharing the

page neither her voice nor mine took precedence.  Instead, a third voice emerged in

which we could both write freely without either laying claim to ownership of the words.

It was an experiment in anonymity.  This experiment would later affect the composition

of both of my stories "The Unmistakable Jumpshot of Gibby Welch" and "Symptom."

The structure of "Symptom" particularly shows this influence.  It operates on the

juxtaposition of a series of lists, unattributed dialogues, and traditional narrative scenes.  I

hoped for this piece to exhibit the inherent rawness of regular people engaged in

suburban living and suggest the inevitability that the characters rarely know what it is

they want and are often not pleased with themselves if they do get it.  My biggest

problem in revising was deciding on the relationship of each scene.  At first, I felt in

order for the sections to work together they needed to be completely disparate.  J.M.

Coetzee's In the Heart of the Country offered some solutions for this. His narrative is

written as a kind of journal or diary confessional by the hand of Magda.  Its sequential

numbering structure for each vignette suggests a strongly methodical side to the frail

emotional state of the unstable narrator.  Magda comes off as beautifully imaginative,

disgustingly desperate, and yet intelligently aware of herself interacting within this

constructed environment.  This environment is what, as seen through subsequent
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repetitions of various scenes with dissimilar outcomes, Coetzee uses to transform her

fantasy into a kind of reality and skirt the line of character reliability.  The justification,

subtly, is in the gentle ways he delivers the meta qualities of the text to remind the reader

that they, at all times, are at the mercy of the story’s heroine.  In one section she writes:

29.  I ask myself: But am I doing justice to the city? Is it not possible to conceive

a city above whose rooftops drift the wisps of a thousand private fires, from

whose streets rises the susurrus of a thousand pattering damned voices?  Perhaps;

but it is too painterly, and I am not a painter.

30.  I ask myself:  What am I going to do with the bodies? (13)

While "Symptom" never went to such extremes as to question the sanity of the

narrator, I did find myself anchoring each small section together by using some sort of

signifier to link them.  Later, the bonds were reinforced through the repetition of familiar

objects and characters.

For the revisions of the dialogue sections, I turned to Erskine Caldwell.  His

natural abilities for heavy characterization buried under sharp dialogue is something I

admired when I first read God’s Little Acre.  He writes:

"I've got something I'd like to ask you, Ty Ty."

"Is that what brought you out here in the hot sun?"

"I reckon so.  I wanted to ask you."

"What's on your mind, Pluto?  Go ahead and ask it."

"Your girl," Pluto said weakly, swallowing a little tobacco juice accidentally.”

"Darling Jill?"

"Sure, that's why I came."
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"What about her, Pluto?" (14)

The ease of the words between Pluto and Ty Ty and the gently building tension lends to

the quiet energy of the scene.   I try to replicate this technique in the dialogue of

“Symptom”—my intention is to create a similarly understated exchange between the

story’s husband and wife as a slowly moving arc across the piece.

Although some of the stories within my thesis may, at times, share character

descriptions or character names, the stories here are not meant to build upon or redefine

each other in that respect.  In terms of content, they are separate.  What I hope, by some

small measure, is that the stories within this thesis resonate in a voice that could only be

called my own—and in that way I have covered my debt to all the writers I left back

home.
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